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Holland City News.
VOL. VIII.— NO. 24. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY,JULY2H,1879. WHOLE NO. 388.
She Gotland (City
A WSEmllBWSPAPEE.
PUBLIBUED EVERY SATURDAY ATmm • • mu




$7.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
juiid at six months.
JOB I'RINTINU PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, ( nonpareil,) 75 ccnti
loiilrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period under three
months.
.
3 M. 6 M. 1 1 Y.
1 Square ............... 3 50 5 00 1 8 002 ** .................. 5 0«» 8 00 | 10 00
3 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 ! 17 00
h Column ................ 10 00 17 00 | 25 00X '• ................. 17 00 25 00 40 0U1 “ .................. 25 (Kl 40 00 | 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whttout charge for subscribeis.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XS sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
pit goads.
Chicago It West Michigan E. E.
Taken Effect, Sunday May 25, 1879.
Arrive at
Holland,Trains.
Grand Rapids.“ “ 11.55 a.m.“ “ \ 10.00 p.m.
Muskegon, Peniwater
& Big Rapids. *10.25 a. m.“ “ 10.30 ““ “ t 10 05 p. in.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. j 1.30 a.m.“ “ } 5.15 “
Leave
Holland,







10 45 &. m.
3.25 p. m. ^ 10.15 p. m.
5.55
* Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
7 Daily except Saturday,
i Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
Ail trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
ime which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Grand Haven Bail Bead.




No. 4. No. 2. STATIONS. No. 1,









8 23 11 42 Grand Haven, 2 64 6 15
7 57 11 12 Pigeon,
Holland,
8 22 6 53
7 80 10 44 3 55 7 m
7 12 10 25 Fillmore, 4 18 7 42
6 25 » 35 Allegan, 5 00 8 36
FKED. H. MAY, Managsr.
E.C. Leavenworth, Oen'l Freight Agent"
KTKL, Agent,W. BAUMGAKTKL ent'
Holland. Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. it. St
K. K. and L. S. £ M. S. for Plulnwell, Kalama-
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.
Oiniral Sialiri.
YfAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Livsrr and Bale Btattie.
noONB H„ Livery and Sale Stable.




VTTBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
ii Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, Oth
street, near Market.
Wagoaaakeri and Blaekimitki.
I 'VlJKEMA J.- St C. Wagon and Blacksmith
xJ Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. Eighth Street afew doors west of River.
Heat Kartell.
I^OONE, C., Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of
O Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich. £-iy
IJUTKAU St VANZoEKEN, New Meat Mar-U ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
LTTE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
yANDEKHAAU, H.,
V and Smoked Meats
and twine; 8th street.
Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Vegetables; paper
KiDufaotorlit, Milli, Shops, lie.
ITEALD, U. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer iu
II Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River street.
nAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors1 of Mugger Hills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
yEKBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
WILMS, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
tv Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
10th aud Rivsr streets.
Rotary Fabltci
DOST, II K N It V D., Real Estate aud Insurance
A Agent, Notary Fubllc and Conveyancer; Col-
ectlons made in Holland aud vicinity.
\\/ ALSU, li., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
v v and Insurance Agent. Office, Ctfy Urug
Ulore, 8th street.
yAN SCHELVEN, G., Justice of the Peace,
V Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Laudegend’s Slock.
Phnielini
\ NNIS, T. E., Physician; residence, opposits
xx. S. W. cor. Public Square.
A 8H A PALMER, Surgeons, Physicians aud
1\. Accoucheurs. Office at his residence, Over-
ysel, Mich.
T EDEBOEU, B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
XJ corner Eleventh and River street appetite
public square.
T EDEBOER, F, 3., Physician and Suigean;
XJ office at residence, on R)ghlh street, near Chi.
A M. L. S. K. R. crossing.
VIC CULLOCU TUOS., Physician, Surgeon and
x A Acconcheur. Office, Van Patten's Drug Store,
Holland, Michigan.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Puysician. Office at the
O First Ward Drug Store, 8th s.reet.
FhJWgaphir.
II IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Ual-
J-A lery opposite this office.
Sadilin.
yAUPKLL,U., Manufacturer of aud dealer ia





'yE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer la Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Wttehn til Jewelry.
I OSLIN A BRKYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,V and dealers in Fancy Gouda; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
•Q. NoUry Public; River street.
VIC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
IvA Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
PARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,x corner of River and eighth streets.
T'EN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
^gh th^tree^00 ^ ^ ^utten B bank
Buklag Mi IscUige.
yAN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col-





I) EACH BRO’8, Oomralsslon Merchants,
xJ dealers In Grain, Flour and Produce. .
. aud
High-
est market {trice paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Teatlit.
rj.EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon ; residence and of-
flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Kaalte's
Ehoe store.
Srofi ud KsdifiUsi.
I'VOESBUBG, J. O., Dealer in Drngs and Medi-
xJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy-
sician’s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
^JEENGS, D. R., Dra^ Store. Fine Drags, Med-
futneries. River street.
, Toilet Articles and Per-
yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi-
V cipes, Paluts, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
w. VanDbn Bibo's Family Medicines; Eighth St.
WA}fuH.KM7frr«il“ba.*
rnniturs.
\fEYER, H. AGO., Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
lyL nltnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
j&rmtiw.
Z. 0. of o. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,iudep<!ndentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
,,r „ .. « M* Habbinoton, N. fl.
Will U. Rogers, R. 8.
#ut pukftu.
Produce, Etc.
Apples, 9 bushel ................
Beans, |t bushel .................
Butter, V B> .....................





















...... $ 2 50
Onions, bushel .................
Potatoes, V bushel .................
Timothy Seed, $1 bushel ..........
Wool, V ft .....................
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ..............** “ green ............. ..7.7 2 00“ beach, dry ...................... ̂  00" *• green... ................ 7. i 75
Hemlock Bark ...................... (ftt 00
Staves, pork, white oak .............. ̂10 00
Staves, Tierce, “ ............. 1200
Heading bolts, softwood ........... .. ® 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ................. 2 75
Stave bolts, softwhod ........................ 2 25
Stave bolts, hardwood .................... 3 00
Railroad ties, ................................ 10
Shingles, A f)m ........................... » 2 00
Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, while $ bushel ........ new















Oats, V bushe ..................
Buckwheat, V bnsbel ...............
Feed. ^ ton .........................
“ %M0Oft ......................
Barley, ̂  100 ft ...................
Middling, V 100 ft ...............
Flonr, 100 ft. ..................
Pearl Barley, $ 100 ft ............. 3 00 @
Heats, Etc.
Beef, dressed per ft ..................... 4 © 4
K...." ..I..-;:::;;:;;" IS
Smoked Meat ............................ 8 (» 10
“ Shonlders ...................... 4 ^ 5
Tnrkeys. “ ........................... 7 ^ 9
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 6 ® 0
. WE BELIEVE
Tlmt if everyone would use Hop Bitters
freely, there would be much less sickness
and misery In the world; and people are
fust finding this out, whole families keep-
ing well at a trifling cost by its use. We
advise all to try it.- ft & A. Rochester,
e. r.
An Astonishing Fact,
A large proportion of the American peo-
ple are to-day dying from the effects of
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
ol these diseases upon the masses of intel-
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ing, making life actually a burden instead
ol a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
usefulness as it ought to be. There is uo
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
try one boltle of Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief is ceitain. Millions of
bottles of this medicine have been given
away to try its virtues, with satisfactory
results in every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi-
tively sold by all Druggists on the West-
ern Continent.
Stop that Cough.
If you are suffering with a Cough, Cold,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Consump-
tion, Idss of voice, tickling in the throat,
or any affection of the lliroat or Lungs,sMBwiaw \ss AJUIIgD
use Dr. King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion. This is the great remedy that is
causing so much excitement by its won-
derlul cures, curing thousands of hopeless
cases. Over one million bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery have been used with-
in the last year, and have given perfect
F. k A. X.
 Regular Communication of Unity Lodok,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening. July
30 at 7 o'clock, fharp. 3
OttoBriykan. W. M.
C. B. Wynne Sec'v.
Bucklln’s Arnica Salve,
The best Salve ib the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Uheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction iu
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Unis per box. For Sale by Ueber Walsh
Holland, Michigan.
satisfaction in every instance. \fe can
on hesitatingly say that this is really the
only sure cure for throat and lung affec-
tions, and can cheerfully recommend it to
all. Call and get a trial bottle for ten
cents, or a regular size for $1.00. at
Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
The Pesslnk Bros, have opened up theif
Ice Cream business, and are now ready to
furnish parties, societies, or anybody, Ice
Cream which cannot be beat by measure
or dish.
I wish to inform my patients and friends
generally, that until further notice I will
keep my office at the Drug Store of Dr.
R. A. Schouten, where orders for my ssr*
vices cao be left, or at my residence on
Eighth street, near Chicago Railroad
crossing.
Respectfully,
F. 8. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of42-tf M.D. HOWARD.
KANSAS.
f,0W, 000,000 acre* of Und ferule by the Atcbl
•or, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located in
Southern Kanaae.— the garden of the continent.
For information in regard to theta land*; and how
to reach them call on or addma
J. C. POST
Agent for Ottawa County, Mich.
Now U your time to Insure against dam-
age by lightning or fire, in the Watertown
Insurance Company. Apply to
L. T. KANTERS.
NOTICE.
The undersigned, Dr. L. E. Best, having
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
his services as a Physician, Sorgeon and Ac-
couchenr to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted during the
day.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
For the Holland City Newt :
, Prattsvillb, N. Y., July 15, 1879.
Mb. Editor— Fort Plain on the Mo-
hawk, whence ray last was dated, is ono of
thosa little towns in this section of country,
whose physique differs so much from our
Western towns with their broad streets,
ample courtyards and flat surfaces. Lo-
cated in the midst of hills, it occupies a
basin surrounded on every side by swell-
ing slopes. The village itself lies partly
on the hill side, so that in “going down
town,” one descends an incline ot say 45
degrees. It takes its name from an old
fort, or block bouse, overlooking the plain,
built for protection against the aborigines
in those good old times ot scalps and toma-
hawks when they roamed through the val-
ley. The tile of the Fort is pointed out
la the beautiful cemetery grounds over-
looking the village. Years ago in the
primitive days of stages, when the canal
was yel innocent of the steam car, it was
the centre of a thriving trade. But much
of this has gone to other points since the
rails ol the New York Central were laid,
so that, like many another railroad towns,
it is to day but the ghost of its former self
in the mailer of business. The manufac-
turing is confined to au extensive shop for
making axles. The educational facilities
have been good, owing mainly to the loca-
tion here of the once famous Ft. Plain
Seminary— lately under the principulship
of Prof. Maltice. By a series of unfor-
lunate circumstances the school has passed
Irom under the auspices and partial control
of our Reformed Church into the hands of
the Uuiversalists. The largest imposing
seminary building crowning the heights
above the town is being refitted and pre-
pared and will open iu the fall under the
name of Clinton Institute.
While here I gladly embraced the op-
portunity of attending the Commencement
of Union College at Schenectady, 40 miles
East. The exercises were held in the
Methodist church and consisted of the
usual programme, speeches by 10 of the
graduates— the class at first numbering 70
—the presentation of prizes, etc. The
President, Dr. Potter, presided with grace
and was very happy in the remark* with
which he accompanied the prize presenta-
tions. The Chancellor’s oration, for the
College, forms the literary department of a
University comprising the Albany Law
School and Albany Medical College, w as
delivered by Judge John K. Porter ot N.
Y. city, of counsel in the Beecher case,
and long ago junior partner in the well-
known law firm of Hill, Caggtr & Porter
of Albany. I hud the pleasure of lunch-
in# at the hospitable housa of the Presi
dent, at the close of the exercises, and
visiting the old homestead of the venerable
Dr. Nott, and tho College buildings front
ing on the campus as it slopes away to the
houses of old ‘Dorp?
Riding on the New York Central seven-
teen miles farther to the East, I passed a
night in Albany. Here among these nar-
row and crooked itreets I felt like one
upon his 'native heath,’ though to myself,
as to many other native Albanians, the city
has grown externally and changed Inter-
nally, almost beyond recognition. Of
course, like all recent visitors, I joined the
crowd that mount# with so easy step and
slow the steep ascent of State street, at
whose top stands the magnificent new Capi-
tol building. By the way, this toilsome
ascent always reminds me of the poet’s
lines—
grounds are complete, ten millions more.
So much for a building which unlike
Milton’* Pandemonium has not risen 'In a
trice,’ like an 'exhalation,’ but has already
consumed 8 years in building.
Yours, &c., B.
fbr the Holland City News,
MY STHAT NOT.
“Ah, few can tell how hard it la to climb,
The steep where Fame’i proud temple nbtiies alar,"
All kinds of Shingles for sale at
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
size. It is bnilt of white marble in the
Italian renaissance style of architecture.
The main walls rise from the street level
to the height of 110 feet, and the cornel
and ventiiatlog towers, when finished, are
to be 50 to 90 feet higher. The main
tower will reach a height of 800 feet above
tbe street. From its cupola will be seen
the valley of the Hudson for more tbao'&O
miles north and south, and of tbe Mohawk
for about the same distance west The
exterior walls are 280 ft. by 880. Of the
Interior only two rooms in the central ele-
vation of tbe north side of the quadrangle
are furnished, the Assembly Chamber and
the Court of Appeals room, used last win-
ter by the Senate. Of course these Inte-
riors correspond in magnificence to the ex-
terior, from the ma»|tve oak carved ceil-
ings to tbe furniture of solid mahogany
and the rich Turkey red carpets which
drown the lightest footfall. Fo; all this
the Empire Slate baa to foot the bill, al-
ready to the tune of ten millions of dol-
lars, and before tbe vast structure and
From the smallest beginnings come—
what? Let us enquire. The servant of
Elijah saw a cloud “like a man’s hand,”
but soon he saw away from “a great rain.”
The sweet notes of a harp, at Bethlehem,
prepared the way for “the throne of Da-
vid.” The ending, however, may be a
great evil as well as a blessed good. A
little flirtation at Sparta once culminated
in a terrible warfare of tho nations, and in
ruin of “mighty Troy.”
“Look out for that baby,” Davy Crock-
ett was wont to joke, “he looks mighty in-
nocent just now, but only wait, and he
will beat old Julius Cuisar himself.” Yes !
that young tiger at Baltimore was a very
nice kitten to play with until he tried to
make u supper of his master’s daughter.
In old Holland, I believe, they have
hune dykes, for tho protection of the
people against the sea. A little leak, just
above the water-line, may not teem dan-
gerous, but if neglected the winter storm
and flood will dash over the land along u
fearful pathway of misery and death.
So u tiny mole burrowed his way through
a levy on the Mississippi, and uo moun-
tain tunnel ever cost a nation so many
millions of its wealth.
“Please don’t repeat that word,” said a
youug bride to her husband of a month.
He was in his cups, and heeded not. It
was but one false, taunting epithet, but it
•pcedily dug two graves of despair iu an
adjoining church yard.
Sometimes there is a dangerous playing
with firebrands. We have known a stray
splinter or a match to set a city in flames.
If reports be true, n glass lamp and a kick
served for tbe destruction of Chicago.
Now may not we, the good people of
Holland, study over such things? We
might as well be cautious how we throw
firebrands and kick over lamps, when
there is so much combustible material
round About. “Behold, how great a mat-
ter a little fir* kiudletb.” Surely we need
dykes, just as they do on tho Zuider Zee-
barriers against tbe waves of prejudice
and passion, envy and mistrust, ignorance
and excitement, and we need care lest
“the Idling in of water” may channel the
way for a deluge. False words, unchris-
tian words, unmanly words mty appear as
trifles, but there is “a bitter end.” The
most unmanagable things in tbe world
are foolish charges, angered feelings, and
unhallowed passions, for while they are
“the sowing, of tbe wind,” the harvest is
almost sure to be “the whirlwind,” with
blastfml blight over all.
Many in the city, are conscientious
readers of the Bible. Suppose we ponder
a little more than usual over the 8d chap-
ter of James, and thengkoce at tbe 11th
and 12th verses of the 4th chapter before
we close tbe sscrad volume.
Now, Mr. Fdltor, may I not put some-
thing in this “What Not” frona time to
time, and affix my
87. NICHOLAS FOB AUGUST
Has seventy-two pages— eight more than
usual— with contenU adapting it for child-
ren's summer reading.
It op«u with a long poem, hr Cell.
Thaxter, based on an actual incident in
which tbe preaent Emperor of Germany
and two small peaeantchildren bore equal-
IV hnnftwaKI* 111... . f * •
Iv honorable parta; the illustration, by
Frederick Dlelman, U a floe large one, and
of course, in a Pickwickian sense. It is
located in tbe rear of tbe old capltol, on _Tr_ _ __ w ^ vmv B
tbe site formerly occupied by Congress pranas Tn a meadow^— with flve*charm(ng
is the frontiapiece of tbe number. Next
comes “A Mississippi Chowder, N a brisk
account of a fishing frolic, with two strik-
ing pictures. After that, ia “The Baby’i
Morning,’’ the history of an escaped baby’a
------- illustrated description of the
woodertal aquarium at Brighton. Eocland.
with Ue finny treasurer
Lawn Tennis, tbe new and fashionable
ball and racquet game, la plainly and fully
deecrlbed, by type and dlamm and pict-
ure*. “Hercules Jack,” which follows, is
SfraX" mo*,ooale‘1
“Nad, tbe Newsboy’s story in told : tad
his portrait and thoM of hit two chief help-
ers are given, together with pictures and
anecdotes of stirring enlsodea in Nan’s ex-
traordinary career of Hfe-savlng. A Fish
Fairy-tale comes next, telling what iu hero
found, risked, braved and endored “Be-
hind the Water-fail,” tbe picture showing
the bov In the act of galloping on pony-
back through the solid curtain of falling
Then we have a short illustrated account
*nl€re#ti||l occurrence* in the
child-life of Goethe, followed bf nine
page* of concentrated delights for (be
Very Little Folk, fur “Jack In tbe-Pulpit’a”
devoted congregation, for tbe admirers and
emulators of tbe “Young Contributors.”
for the correspondenu of tbe “Letter Box,”
and for the solvers and propounders of the





A furious tornado visited Boston a
few days ago, causing the destruction of a
vast amount of property jujd cMsiderable
lou t* life// A .vaoht rtai * uplot in the
bay, and five of its six occupants found
a watery grave. Several smaller craft
were4 wrecked and the occupants drowned.
In the city numbers of houses were unroofed,
chimneys and signs blown down, «^d thousand^
of dollars’ worth of window glass broken. The
of the kind ever experienced in New England.
Anthony Zabriskie, a millionaire,
living at Central Morrisiana, N. Y., a member
of an ancient, htstorioal, and very eccentric
family, was instantly killed, a few days ago,
by being run over by a
briskie’e property is estimated at $10, 000,00* .
CHA8TINE Oox, the murderer of Mrs.
Hull, in New York, has been found gailty of
murder in the first degree, and sentenced to be
hanged on Friday, Aug. 20. The defense was
short and wholly devoted to an effort to show
by medical testimony that Mrs. Hull might
have died from fright or apoplexy.... Boston
dispatches give additional particulars of the
recent destructive storm in the East A yacht
capsized off Nantucket beach and four persons
were drowned. One man, two women and two
children were lost off Governor’s island.
Two boats capsized off Bdtuate and three per-
sons were drowned. Near Montreal Mrs. Pe-
ter Robertson was killed by lightning. Round
about Kingston and Sangerties, in New York
State, the crops were ruined, and barns, fences
and outhouses blown down. The hailstones
resembled large chunks of ice. The rainfall
was very heavy in various places, and some
hailstones measured seven inches in circumfer-
ence. The lightning caused the loss of a few
lives. - . '
Chastine Ccx, the murderer of Mrs.
Hull (says a New York telegram), has made the
discovery that he is one of the worst persecuted
and ill-nsed men on earth, as well as the most
exemplary Christian. “lam conscience-clear,”
said he to-day, “ of the murder of Mrs. Hull.
I did not go into that house with a thought
against her life, and I came out of it clearer in
conscience than Diet Atty. Phelps will be. The
witnesses all lied when they testified to things.
Thev knew themselves they lied, and when
they testified to what I told them they lied
worse. They say I’ve got to die. When thev
die, if any of them get to heaven they’ll find
me there to receive them. But I don’t think
they will They say I langhed and was heart-
less during mv trial They did not under-
stand why I smiled. It was the smile of faith.
I knew God was . with me, and that
He would protect me against the malice of my
enemies. If I’ve got to be hung I’ll go to the
gallows with that same smile on my face.”....
John Hope, one of the burglars who managed
the ManhatUn (N. Y.) Savings Bank robbery
with its 13, 0U0, 000 of swag, has been sentenced
to the State prison for twenty years.... Gea
William F. Barry, Colonel of the Second Artil-
lery, in command at Fort McHenry, near Balti-
more, died at that poet a few days ago.
A New York dispatch says that Judge
Noah Davis granted a writ of error in the case
of the people against Chastine Cox, which was
then taken before Judge Potter, who thereupon
granted a star of proceedings. The case will
oome before the Supreme Court on the 1st of
October.... B. a Ford, of Chestertown, Md„
member of the Maryland Senate, was drowned
tne other day at Ooean City while bathing.
By the prematore explosion of a blast
in the quarry near Huntingdon, Pa., three men
—Michael Ryan, a enb-contractor, of Phi a-
delphia, John Roncornoni, and a Mr. Keith—
were instantly killed. Their bodies were terri-
bly mutilated. James D»vis escaped with the
loss of his hearing.
THE WEST.
Lieut Clark’s Indian scouts, of Miles’ com-
mand and 300 hostile Sioux. The troops lost
four iodian scouts killed and two soldiers
wounded. When Miles’ main column, which
vi as twelve miles behind, came up, the
Indiaos were pursued a distance of fif-
teen miles, but made their escape to
sitting Bull’s camp.... A dispatch from
Fort Peck says that Joseph Lambert, a well-
miown interpreter, scout, »nd8uu£ was with
h*B wife and four children, killed by the Sioux.
They had been out to Yankton camp, and wore
within six miles of Wolf point, on their return,
when attacked. Niue persons in the party
were killed. One child, a girl, carried away to
o activity. A little boy, a son of Lambert, who
was ahead of the party, and ran back to look
for them, was lauoed through (Jle pody.lbul
may recover. . • * » ,  ' ** 1 *
THE SOUTH.
A party of Indians have been mur-
dering and robbing near Fort Davis, Texas.
The meager accounts of the outrage do not fn-
dicate whether the raiders were from aAroes
the border, although the nearness of the local-
ity to the lurking ground of the Mexican cut-
throats makes it likely that such is the case.
Five new cases of yellow fever wore
reported to the Memphis Board of Health on the
17th. The cases consisted of the members of
two families named Hester, residing under one
roof, in the southern portion of the city. There
was much excitement in consequence, and a
general stampede of citizens at once set in.
- Five new cases of yellow fever and
one death were reported at Memphis on the 18th
inst. There was great excitement in the city,
and everybody was leaving that could get away.
The relatives of the late Mrs. Dorsey; who
bequeathed $250,000 worth of property to Jeff
Davis, will contest the will Davis was the
guest of the ladv before her death, and the
contest will doubtless be made on the ground
of undue influence or the insanity of the test-
atrix.
There were five new cases of yellow
fever, and one death, in Memphis on the 10th
of July, and on the 20th seven new cases and
four deaths were reported to the Board of
Health. A Memphis dispatch of the 21 st says :
“ Business is dead. The wholesale merchaute
have nearly all made their arrangements to con-
tinue business at other points. Many retailers
have closed their stores and left the city. The
city authontios recommend the Immediate
evacuation of the city, and a number of prom-
inent citizens nave paid the passage of all
their employes to other points. The oflicers
of the Hebrew Hospital Association to-day dis-
tributed about $0,00o to HX) poor Jewish fam-
ilies, thus furnishing them the means to leave
this ill-fated city. The city authorities are
sending the poor people out of the city,
having made arrangements to get half- fare
rates over the Louisville and Nashville rail-
road Dr. Dudley D. Saunders, acting
President of the Board of Health, states the
fever is not so malignant as lastyear, and yields
more rapidly to treatment Citizens continue
to leave in large numbers. The Memphis and
Paducah railroad has ceased running trains.
The Avalanche, Appeal, and Isdycr will, from
date, issue only half-sheete.”
few evenings ago, at Point an Trembles, twen-
ty-one miles from Quebec, Canada, whereby
eight people met a watery grave. A party of
fifteen set out for a sail on the 8t Lawrence,
in a pleasure yacht When about the middle
of the river a sudden squall over-
took them, the yacht was upset, and
eight of the fifteen were drowned....
A Montreal dispatch announces the total loss
of the English smew steamer Burgos, in 8t
Mary’s bay, during a dense fog, while going
from Montreal to Liverpool, England, h small
portion of the cargo was saved. No motion
was made of the crew; therefore it is supporod
that all were saved.
Graduates of the Canadian Military
SohoAl are lo be allowed hsrSAfter to Compete
with natives of the British islands for commis-
sions in tbe army.
Visible supply of grain in the States
and Canada: Wheat, 11,702,000 bushels; corn,
11,757,000' bushels;? oats, ’1,489,000 bushels;
rye, 830,0.10 bushels; barley, 88J.00U bushels.
____ Gen. Grant writes to a friend at Washing-
ton that he expects to laud at 8an Francisco
Oct 1.
WASHINGTON.
At the Cabinet meeting held last
week the question of the importation of cattle
from abroad was considered, and it was decided
that such importations heretofore prohibited
should be allowed under certain conditions. A
circular containing these conditions and other
information on the subject will be prepared by
the Acting Hecretary of the Treasury ... .The
President has appointed Howard M. Kutchin
Collector of Internal Revenue for the Third
District of Wisconsin.
The Secretary of War, upon the rec-
ommendation of Gen. Schofieldj commanding
at West Point, has dismissed six cadets for
hazing.
The creation of a sinking fund for the
payment of the Pacific railroad bonds, has been
fairly begun. Government bonds are pur-
chased monthly, according to the terms of the
Tnurmau act, with funds due the roads for
transportation, and withheld by the treasury.
It is reported that something more than $3h0,-
000 worth of bonds have been in this way
placed to the credit of the sinking fund.
On the 21st of July interest ceased
on the final call of 10 40 United States bonds,
and tbe refunding operations of the treasury
were ended until 1831, when the new 5-2os and
tts of 1881 tall dne ____ The demand for the
standard-silver dollars for circulation con-
tinues at the rate of about $550,000 per month.
At tbe present rate of coinage and sales, it is
estimated there will be about 31.000,000
of the standard- silver dollars in the
treasury when the winter session of Congress
begins.’. . .A Washington correspondent says
the Superintendent of the Census expects to
make the enumeration of next year more thor-
ough than ever before and more valuable in
statistical information, and tnat he is confident
it will show an increase of 10, (XXI, 000 people
since 1870, making the total population 48,000,-
000 in 188ft
The computatious made at the Bu-
The condition of the other crops is thus
stated:
Corn— Tbe area planted in the whole country
exceeds that planted last year. Carolina, Mis-
issip -i, Arkansas and Tennessee show thu larg-
est gain in the couth. Ohio and Indiana show
some decrease, while Illinois increases 7 per
cunt The State* west of the Mississippi river
mane the largest gains as a so -tion, Nebraska,
Kansas, Iowa and Missouri all ranging from
104 to 118. The condition in all the Southern
States is low, on account of drouth in Texas—
not over half a crop. The Northern States
show a fair condition, while those west of the
Mississippi river show a very high average,
over 100. 41
Tobacco— The acreage for the whole country
shows a decrease. In the four States of Con-
necticut, Massachusetts, Now York and Penn-
sylvania, In wnich the bulk of eeed-leaf tobacco
is grown, there is an increase in average of
about 13 per cent as compared with 1878. Of
the States producing shipping, manufacturing
and smoking tobacco, which constitutes nine-
tenths of all the tobacco grown in the United
States, North Carolina alone shows an increase
in aiea planted. All the others indicate mate-
rial decrease from the acreage of last year.
The condition for the whole country is slightly
below that of July 1, 1878. Massachusetts
alone, of the State- bordering on the Atlantic,
show-i increased condi ion ; and Tennessee, in
the West, places her condition at 94, against 89
last year.
Spring Wheat-Returns for July give aVer-
PERS0NALS.
George Bancroft is again ill at
Newport.
George Eliot expects to come to
America next year.
Senator Garland, of Arkansas, has
also been LL.D’d.
Col. Bob Ingersoll has sold his
$25,000 residence at Peoria.
Gen.Longstreet is said to be mak-
ing money in the hotel business.
.^CjHN. Richard Taylor left all his
property to his three daughters.
Both Moody and Sankey will tug at
the sins of St. Louis next winter.
Mb. T. S. Arthur, the author, is
Tisitibg his son, a physician, in Scran-
ton, Pa.
The adopted daughter of the late
Secretary Seward is said to be writing
a book.
ThERE were 7,629 maniages in New
York city during the year ending with
June 80,
wxr tirsz i deTK“u7^b:“on “
States range nearly up to the average. A few j three sons.
I The poet Longfellow is small, thin
any extent, reports but 01. The Northwest , and straight. His poems are great,
spring- wheat States range from 92 to. 90, but broad and gracefully curved.
Iowa falls to 88. The spring-wheat crop of 1
Kansas is but 68. On the Pacific coast most of
Napoleon Bonapabte (colored) wae | ^ o} but nol ye, pnblishedi for
hanged at Sardes, Miss., July 19, for the mur-
der of Tom Butler (colored), committed on the
0th of last August. The execution was wit-
nessed by a crowd of 3,000, principally negroes.
Thirty-six new cases of yellow
fever and four deaths were reported at Mem-
phis on July 21. The panic-stricken citizens
were taking their departure as fast as
they conld obtain meaus of conveyance.
It ’was estimated that up to date over
15.000 people had left the city. The
Secretary of War bad ordered 1,500 tents
to Memphis, and the issue of rations for 10,000
the eleven months ending May 30, 1879, dis-
close the fact that for the first time in the his-
tory of the country the exportation of bread-
stuffs has exceeded in value that of cotton and
tobacco, the two staples of the South, com-
bined. The following are the figures:
Breadituffs ............................ $lW000.0nn
Cotton .................................. IM.lM), 00
Provisions ............................. 107,1 00.USI
Tobacco ................................ 27,000,000
FOREIGN.
Large numbers of mill operatives an
the California crop is roturued as spring wheat,
and the average 92. The small spring wheat
crop of Oregon is full average The condition
of the crop in the Southwest and Northwest
was largely affected by drouth. In seme sec-
tions the Hessian fly was injurious. In the
Northwest local storms were more or less de-
structive.
Winter Wheat— July returns show an average
condition nf winter wheat of 91, against 101 on
July 1. 1878. The New England States average
99. The crop here wa< small and late, but
promising. Middle States. 80. Complaints of
drouth, mildew, Hessian fly and local storms.
In the South Atlantic States the condition is 95;
stands thinned by winter killing and growths
stunted by drouth in many northern counties,
but farther down the coast the condition is
greatly improved. This section would be &
full averaoe but for injuries in Virginia, bring-
ing the State average to 85. Georgia reports
H.8, with an excellent quality of grain. Com-
mercial authorities report an almost entire
cessation of tbe movement of North-
ern wheat to Georgia, tfie local
mills finding materials sufficient in
their home growth. Tho Gulf States report an
average of 75. The small crops of Alabama
and Mississippi are in high condition, but the
crop of Texas is a third below the average,
through drouth and local storms. Southern
inland States, 98; grain of remarkably fair
quality generally. S'ates north of tho Ohio
river, lol ; straw short, but grain plump and
heads heavy, and greatly improved by recent
rains. States west of the Mississippi, 89; in-
juries by cbincli bugs iu southern parte, and
by storms in northern portions. Pacific States,
1<’8. The winter wheat of Oregon averages
112.
If the Sahara is Flooded, What!
The only important objection which
has thus far been urged against the un-
dertaking has arisen in the apprehen-
sions expressed by a few’ scientists that
the evaporation produced by so large
Senator Thurman travels in a linen
duster that completely envelopes him,
there being on his head a large silk
cap.
Mrs. Sears sued the Texas Central
railroad for $2,500 damages for killing
her son. The jury returned a verdict
in her favor and awarded her $5,300.
Veterans of the war of 1812 aro
dying off rapidly. Roll-call at Paris
(Ky.) reunion in June of last year
showed 52 present; the same roll this
year showed 17 present, the other 35
having died.
Mr. Alvan Clark, the famous maker
of telescopes iu Cambridge, Mass., is
76 years of age, hale, and energetic, and
skillful. For forty years he was a suc-
cessful portrait painter, before he took
to telescopes.
A lady correspondent at Washing-
ton, writing of Senator Hill, of Georgia,
says : “He has been a Methodist class-
leader or preacher, and a certain aroma
of sanctimoniousness seems to emanate
from his sandy face, or to hover over it
like an aura. His hair is sandy, touched
with gray, with a slight fringe of the
same below bis chin. His mouth is
clean-cut and resolute, his eyes light
blue, with a certain meditative, intro-
verted light in them which shows that
he does considerable thinking after a
fashion of his own.”
Recalled to Life by a Shriek.
The recall of a country girl to Hfe
by a sister’s shriek is one of the local
topics of the Journal, of Evansville,
Ind. The young lady had been quite
the MiaaieBiDDi 7er i gUnd, in nonBequeace of tbe loog-continUBd
aeprflBBion tbBrlt ..... The terrib»_ epidemic.
,rnr„ T and so shallow a body of water, exposed ill far weeks, and was thought to be dy-
emigrating to America from Lancashire, Elf- , ̂  . ..... . , _ --- -- e» °
A San Francisco dispatch says that
Arthur Townsend was murdered by Indians in
Tulare county, Cal, and the Indians were
lynched by tbe white settlers..... The contest
between the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and
the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Com-
panies, for the possession of the Denver snd
Rio Grande road, has at last come to so end.
The Federal courts having decided in favor of
the Santa Fe’s claim, the road has been form-
ally snrrendered to that company by its officers.
It is currently reported in Milwaukee
that Alexander MitobaL, President of the Mil-
waukee and St. Paul railroad, has gone to
Europe to negotiate for the control of the
Northern Pacific road.
Cincinnati is thoroughly alarmed on
the subject of yellow-fever, and has ordered a
strict qoAnntina against Memphis snd other
infected localities. . . .A Bismarck diapatch says
that a steamer cleared Old Fort Peck, Gea
Miles’ new base of supplies for the move-
ment to establish a military patrol of
the northern > border of ’ Dakota and
Montana, the cargo being a collection of ord-
nance store* that looks as though there was to
be no lack of fighting conveniences The dis-
patoh adds that there is a feeling in army cir-
cles that Gen. Miles is placing hi* command ia
a position of grave danger, and that by leading
a force of 600 aoldiera into a region infested by
4,000 Indians with the most relentless hatred
of men in uniform he is extremely liable to en-
counter a repetition of the Ouster affair.
Louis Zagodi, Paul Bischoffsky and
- Fisher; first name unknown, were
drowned in the hay at Ban Francisco by the
swamping of a boat. , ..A 8t Louis dispatch re-
ports that, instead of falling off, the negro
exodus from tbe Southern States continues as
strong as ever, and there ia no prospect of its
stopping. An effort ia to be made to inform
the negroes in the South who may be contem-
platiug emigration that they must not expect
One of pie moat deplorable and tragic
cases of selfjrtaugbter that has occurred in
many days is recorded by the Chicago papers.
Elizabeth, Hannah and Nona Trowbridge, tbr e
maiden a'sters, aged respectively 43, 40 and So
years, hvod alone in an elegant man-
sion in Hyde Park, a suburb of Ghitago
Through1 uroe’i brooding over exaggerated or
imaginary wrongs and misrorthnes, they be-
ctme so despondent in spirits that the three
spinster* resolved to end their trouble* in
death. The two eldest hanged themselves,
Nona assisting in the execution of the job
The latter, however, failed to. carry ont
the final act of the terrible tragedy,
which involved the taking of her own Ufa In-
stead of this, she set up a pitiful moaning and
crying, which attracted tbe attention of some
neighbors; who. upon entering the premises,
discovered the two sifters hanging to rones at-
tached to large teo-penny nails that had been
driven Into the wall* for the purpose.
A dispatch from Fort Keogh reports
an engagement near the month of Beaver
creek, between two companies of troops and
were thoroughly alarmed, aud were taking
steps to prevent the Introduction of the con-
tagion.
Five new cases of fever and seven
deaths at Memphis on the 22d of July. The
exodus of citizens was going on at £ rapid rate
I ne two colored military companies volunteered
their services to protect the property of the
city.
POLITICAL.
The Pennsylvania Democrats held
their State Convention at Harrisburg on the
10th inst D. O. Barr, of Allegheny county,
was nominated for State Treasurer by acclama-
tion. The platform “favors a constitutional cur-
rency of gold and silver, and of paper convert-
ible into coin,” upholds Congress in its tight
with the National Executive, and denounces the
latter as an usurper and conspiritor against the
people’s liberties.... The Iowa Prohibitionists
met in convention at Cedar Rapids, the other
day. After considerable noise and confusion a
roeolution was adopted that it was inexpedient
to make nominations for State ofli-
and then &n adjournment wasces,
voted. Subsequently about forty delegates
met and nominated the following State ticket:
For Governor, Prof. G. T. Carpenter, of OsKa-
loosa; Lieutenant Governor, Prank H. Camp-
bell, of Newton; Supreme Judge, J. M. Beck;
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Prof. J.
A. Nash, Dee Moines.
Washington dispatch; A telegram
from St. Paul announces that tho President
has stood by his original intention in offering
the position of Secretary of War to ex-Senator
Ramsey. The appointment is to take effect
when McCrary can assume the Iowa Judge-
ship. A letter has been received by the Presi-
dent from Ramsey, accepting the office.
The New York Greenbackers will
hold their convention for the nomination of a
State ticket at Utica on the 28th of August
GENERAL.
Dun, Barlow & Co.’s quarterly com-
essiou
diphtheria, contiuuea its ravages in Bessarabia,
where a rescript of the Governor is published,
ordering the universal fumigation of dwellings
and the clothing of the peasantry... A Berlin
dispatch says the cholera has made its appear-
ance in Smolensk Russia.
Late advices from Port-au-Prince,
H&yti, state that in consequeuco of a dispute
in the House of Representatives the brotherof was shot by another member,
who took offense at language which had lieeu
UBod. Mons. Canal, though wounded in the
arm, returned the fire and shot his opponent.
There was then a general firing in the House,
and the ponnlace and police outside fired into
tbe building. The President of the Senate,
with others' were shot down, and at last ac-
counts the Government troops were raking the
streets with a metrilleuse ..... Advices from
Constantinople state that English influence iu
the Turkish capital is reviving. . . .The French
residents of England will erect a menftrial to
the Prince Imperial.... Bismarck and family
have gone to Kissengen.
The attempt of the Engliah Liberals
to abolish corporal punishmentmThearmy met
with a decisive rebuff in Parliament. A reso-
lution declaring that auy bill contemplating the
retention of snchDunislunent would be unsatis-
factory was defeated by 289 to 183, the major-
ity being the largest that the Conservatives
have been able to muster for some time.
The new Moscow journal, the Kus-
slau Lcnritr, has been ipappuded for two
months for urging complete liberty of the
press. ____ Lieut. Landsberg, of the Russian
Guards, a cadet of one of the oldest families in
Courlaud, has been sentenced to fifteen years’
exiie in Siberia. He is a Lieutenant in the Im-
perial Guard, and accused of both Nihilism
and murder.
Prince Charles of Ronmania, it is
reported, has threatened to abdicate unless the
Jews aro emancipated ..... Serious Hiiti-rent
troubles are reported in some parts of England.
1879 has been smaller than for any previous
quarter in five yean, and that there is an in-
crease of over 20 per cent in busineas.
Cincinnati telegram: “Inquiry at
the headquarters of the different railroads
leading ont of Cincinnati develops the fact th*
their freight business Is unprecedented at this
season of the year. Every available freight-
oar is in use, ana there is * general demand for
more cars to accommodate the sndden east-
ward shipping movement Tbe harvest-fields
of Kentucky, Teunaseee, Southern Ohio, -In-
dian* and Illinois are pouring their products
into Cincinnati more rapidly than they can be
diapoeedof.”
A vessel arrived at Philadelphia
recently from San Domingo, with seven oases
of yellow fever on board, sod only two of the
crew able lo work. F.iur deaths occurred on
the passage. . . .Oar Mlnteter at St. Petersburg,
Mr Bto jghton. of New York, is said to be dis-
satisfied with life in the Russian capital, and
unwilling lo return there. He is at present in
New York, and, though urged not to resign by
Secretary Evarte, it is stated that he is de-
termined not lo go back to Rasas. Oourtland
Parker, of New Jersey is mentioned ss his
probable aucoeeeor.
A Halifax (N. S.) dispatch chroni-
dee tbe loss of the steamer State of Virginia,
from New York for Glasgow. She went ashore
on Sable island, 125 miles ont from Halifax.
Four women and five children were lost in the
surf while landing. The vesseTnad seventy-
four passengers, 104 head of cattle, and * gen-
eral cargo. Sixty cattle were saved.
A melancholy accident occurred, a
parte as the head of their party and
the heir to the imperial crown. He accepted
the trust. ... .South African advices report some
livdly skirmishing between the British and
Zulus, but nothing like * decisive battle.... A
Calcutta dispatch sare the disturbances in the
Rumps district of' the Madras Presidency
against the tax of palm trees has assumed the
form of an onen reoellkm. . . .A groat fire lately
occurred at Nijol-Novgorod, in Rne.tia. While
the fire was raging an explosion occurred m
one of the shops, kiuingtwwnty-one persons. . . .
There was a fall of enow in Davphmy, in
Southeastern France, on tbe 30th of July.
Rinderpest is playing havoc with/
the cattle in Russia;.:. .A cable dispatch re-
ports tho harvest In Hungary almost an entire
ura CROFlWsrttt*
Summary of Reports from the Evtixi
Country to the National Department of
Agriculture, i n J ' •
Retnrna to the Department of Agricultnro at
Washington of the cotton crop show that the
condition of June, which was ninety six, has
not been maintained, and il, for July l, ninety-
three. Figures indicating the condition com-
pared with June figures are:
Condition. Gain. Lou.
South Carolina .............
to the tropical sun, would be sufficient
to deluge Northern Europe with inces-
sant rains, and to reduce materially the
temperature in all the countries north
of the Alps. It has been feared that
winds freighted with moisture on
crossing the cold summits of the Alps
would precipitate vast volumes of water
and produce a degree of cold which
would give Denmark and Northern
Germany a semi-Arctic climate and
produce a glacial epoch farther north.
Is it not probable that all such appre-
hensions arise out of a misunderstand-
ing as to the topography of the Sahara
and North Africa? The entire region
to be flooded is practically shnt in by
mountain-chains on all sides. The
Atlas mountains on the north, lifting
their snow-clad peaks in some instances
12,000 feet, afford a sufficient bulwark
for the protection of Europe from in-
creased humidity. The only possible
northern outlet for air currents from
El Juf would be across Tunis in a
northeasterly direction over the widest
part of the Mediterranean. Currents
moving in that direction, if they reached
Europe at all, would touch the shores
of Greece after they had lost most of
their humidity. M. de Lessops, after
a careful examination of the question,
is convinced that it would result in tine
general improvement of the climate of
Europe rather than to its detriment.
The advantage of the increased evap-
oration to North Africa cannot be over-
estimated. The snow-clad cliffs of
Aban, lying to the east of the proposed
sea, and the Kong mountains to the
south, would bring down upon the
parched desert grateful rains, which,
with the assistance of cultivation, yrould
in time no doubt redeem thousands of
square miles from the desolation of the
sands.— A'crtiMer.
ing of consumption. She had grown
so weak and ematiated that her strength
was no more than a child’s. One after-
noon, while lying upon her couch, her
sister came in from a walk and sat by
the bedside. A conversation began,
and the invalid began to speak, As she
uttered the first word, she felt a be-
wildering weakness, and a sinking flut-
ter of her breath. Her eyes became
fixed, the lower jaw dropped as in
death, and the body became motionless,
while consciousness disappeared. The
sister leaped from her seat and ran to
the door shrieking to her mother that
her sister was dead. The sound of the
shriek penetrated through the veil of
death, and roused the sinking faculties.
The blood, which had congested th&
lungs, was sent back by the nervous
shock, and, gathering her strength by a
strong effort of will, the invalid opened
her eyes and awoke to hfe again, breath-
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Bkeve* ......................... $G 50 @10 00
Hog* ........................... & 4 25
Cotton ........................ . 1134« 1*
Flo uu —Superfine. . . . ............ 8 75 (£$ 4 t-0
Wheat-No. 2 .................. & 1 14
Co UN — Western Mixed, .......... (4 45
Oatb- Mixed ................... .. 87 (4 88
Rye— Western .................... 03 (& 04
Pouk— Mesa .................... ($ fi IK)
Laud ........................... . 6 (4 o*
CHICAGO.
Beeves -Choice Graded Steers, ,.... 4 05 @ 5 10
Cows and H»iiera...\, 2 10 dO 8 25
Medium to Fair ...... .... 4 (H) (£ 4 86
Roas .............. . ..... . ..... 0 8 90
. , Birds of Paradise.
The birds of paradise unite all these
modes of ornamentation in the highest
degree, and with the most harmonious
results. They join the graceful plumes
of the.ostrich to the dainty coloring of
the sun-bird. Greets almost as largdljt
developed as that of the umbrella-bird
overshadow their beautiful heads; frills
as full as those of th*- huraming-bijds
fall down iu metallic splendor before
their gorgeous neeks. And if any
proof be wanting of the connection be-
tween the nature of the food and the
general beauty of the plumage, it may
be found in the fact that these royally
attired creatures are first cousins of our
own dingy crows and jackdaws; but,
while the crow seeks’ his livelihood
among the insecta and carrion of an En-
glish plowed field, thefcird of paradise
regales his lordly palate on the crimson
and purple fruits which gleam out amid
the embowering foliage of Malayan ior-
e8t8.—Com/uM Magazine.
There are but two Republican news-
papers in Arkansas.
Flock— Fancy White Winter Ex... 5 (O ig 6 15





















Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 92 @
No. 8 Spring .............. 84 @
Conn— No. 2 ....................... 80 ffl)
Oath-No. 2 ........................ 27)4
Btk — No. 2. . . ..................... 61
Baulky— No. 2 .................... 06
utter Cliolce Creamery ......... 14
Eonft— Freab .............. 8 &
Poke— Mtaa..'. .................... 8 00
Laud .............................. 5)4
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 1 ...... 1 92
No. 2 ................. W
Cobn— No. . ....................... 86
Oat* -No. . .......................
hvi-No. 1 ........................ ”
sr. LOUD*.
Wheat-No. 8 Bed F»ll ..... ....... «
Cohm— Mlxe<V* ........... ’—•••—
Oat*— No. f. ........ ... ....... .....
Bn ..... ...... ........... .........
........... $ 2 jj
Oat* ...... ... ................ j-j gy
Poke— Me** ..... . .......... ® 9 ^
.... ............... TOLEDO.
1 S ilS
Cobh— No. ..................... @
^ ........ Detroit:*- 85
FLona-Choloe ............ H » @ * K .
Wheat-No. 1 White .............. 1 « @ 1 09
No. 1 Amber ............. 1 Ofl (4 1 07
Cornu— No. .. ............... g J?
Oat*— Mixed ........ 85 p) 8<>
Baelet (per cental).,. .. ........ 90 @ 1 60
Pubk— Me** ....... ! .............. 9 60 (glO 00
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Cattle— Mat. ...T. . ............ 6 00 0 5 10
fair ............ 4 00 $ 4 80
Common .......... 8.50 6 8C
Boo* .............................. 9 50 ©*10
auAEP ..... .. ........ 8 50 ^4 65
SEWS IN NATURAL SCIENCE. £XTwo“^
if as much money oould be saved byWUl Eye* Grow A gain? -An Ant Story—
Vegetable Irory-ailk Irom Sea »heU*.
The Colonits and India furnish
some interesting particulars respecting
the so-called “vegetable ivory” which is
now so much used as a substitute for
ivory. The vegetable ivory used is the
produce of a spdctfs of palm found wild
in South America and. Africa. Inside
the hard shell is the white kernel, which,
being softer than ivory and easily
carved, as well as readily dyed, and be-
ing less brittle than bone, is largely
naed in making buttons, etc. The un-:
ripe limit consists of a green shell, con-
taining a watery fluid, which, a* the nut
li u euum ^ -----
electric light as Edison claims, it would
be cheaper in the long run to n9e ll*
even if the lamps cost $lf> apiece. I he
electricians here say that gas chand eliers
cost more than candlesticks, yet that
has not prevented gas from coming into
vogue. . ! Lv* A ; l v C
Carlyle and Iflurns#
Men who were^oung a generation
ago, and who then read Carlyle, have
the great advantage of having been fa-
miliar, iri their plastic and susceptibly
years, with one of the noblest pleas
Ripens, gradually thickens until it be-
comes a pulpy mass, and eventually
hardens into solid matter. The water,
though bitter to the taste, is wholesome,
and often renders invaluable service to
travelers who cannot otherwise obtain
water to drink. The tree on which the
fruit grows is unlike an ordinary palm,
having little or no stem and drooping
downwards, especially when the branch-
es are over-weighted by the six or seven
bunches of nuts, each containing six or
seven seeds, inclosed in thick, heavy
shells and outer sheath, and weighing
altogether from twenty to twenty-four
pounds. •
Experiments just made by M. Phili-
peaux are said to prove that the optic
organ has the same capabilities in the
way of reconstruction as the bones. M.
Philipeanx undertook to discover
•whether on completely emptying the
eyes of young rabbits and guinea-pigs,
the vitreous humor would be reorgan-
ized and whether even the crystalline
would be reproduced. With this view
he conducted his operations, always, of
•course* taking care not tp touch the
crystalline'kapsule, for experience has
shown that in order for an organ to re-
generate a part of it must be left in its
place. It seems that a month after the
mutilation was made, M. Philipeanx
was able to state that the eyes which
had been emptied were filled afresh,
und that the crystalline was reconsti-
tuted. He operated on twenty-four
animals, and in every case the mutilated
eye revived. How far similar results
would be obtainable with the human
•eye does not appear.. If the same re-
generating power is found to be gener- j
al, a decided improvement may be pos- :
sible in the treatment of certain in- j
juries and diseases of the eye.
Sir John Lubbock has been fooling
round the ants in a curious sort of way.
He wanted to find out whether the ants
recognized their fellows of the same
nest by means of a password. His ex-
periments lead him to the conclusion
that there is no such thing as a pass-
word. He took pup» from a nest and
divided them, giving part to the best of
a neighbor of the same species and part
to the nest of a stranger of the same
species. When grown the returned of
the pup® from the neighbor were all
welcomed. The returned from the
stranger were none welcomed, all being
attacked and driven. Sir John says
that there must be some reason why
100,000 ants in the same nest, who can-
not possibly know one another as indi-
viduals, are ne^er at war^ while should
a stranger approach he is at once slain.
He concludes that they recognize each
other by some smell or other sense quite
unknown to us.
A striking analogy between animal
and plant life Las been discovered by
M. Van der Harrt, of Utrecht. When
the common garden bean begins to
sprout it is found to contain a ferment
very closely resembling pepsin, which
can be extracted by means of glycerine.
This ferment has the power of changing
albuminous into peptonic substances
and starch into glucose. It is found
exclusively in the cotyledons. In the
case of flesh-eating plants all the steps
of digestion seem to take place in the
same manner as in animals.
Prof. Dnges, of Mexico, writes to
the Smithsonian Institution of a great
flight of cow-birds (the common cow-
bird, or molothrus pecoris). The flight
was 12,000 yards in length, six yards
wide, and a yard deept He estimates
the number contained in the flight at
10,000,000 birds. A few of the red-
winged blackbirds were in the column.
Dr. Swan M. Burnett, of Washing-
ton, has recently made some examina-
tions to ascertain whether the negro o
the United States is affected with color-
blindness to the same degree as the
white race. He concluded that they are
less liable to the defect.
that one nmu ui — - -----
another, in Carlyle’s essay upon Burns.
They- were- countrymen, one born as
the other died. Both had l he deep,
strong and melancholy nature which is
nurtured by the misty coasts and soli-
tary mountains and moors of Scotland.
Both, too, bad the immense vitality,
the Berserker humor, the thorough
manliness, of the Northern genius. As
one reads the works of Carlyle, and
marks his impatience of shams, and ef-
feminacy, and equivocarion, and con-
ventional moralities, and hears his loud
satiric laughter dying into a wail of
pathos and entreaty, it is easy to feel
that he saw the sound, hearty man he
longs and prays for gone astray in
Robert Burns.’ Such sweetness, and
grace, and strength, and tenderness l
Such soit, pathetic, penetrating melody,
as if all the sadness of shaggy Scotland
had found a voice! Such roistering,
jovial humor, excessive, during, un-
bridled ! — a charm so universal that it
drew men from their beds in taverns at
midnight to listen, delighted until
dawn. Here was a fullness of simple,
native, massive manhood, not trained
by the schools, not manipulated by the
dancing-master and the professor of
Watoh-Wonl*.
Through Ratherlng c-loa4* Rtid Moray *ea* of fate
Two Kofden vra ch-wonh guide and comfort me;
Toiling a Murray path, Aurly a dlate, f
1 cling to Patience and Fidelity.
In all the wrarv change* of my day
I strive to tol'ow dmy faithtully;
wul when I falter, tainting, by the way,
With subtle iuflumce Patience strengthens me.
bo onward, through what aumiriii* God may send,
I walk with faith, and fjei that shall not tire,
Truatiu* with Patient, strong tnl# the end,
To reach at last. O L -rd. my soul’s oesire.
—Helen S. Conant, In Harper'* Mapulne.
St. Paul and liigersoU.
The most eloquent of materialists,
Col. Ingersoll, not lung ago delivered
a discourse over the remains of his
« i’ _ '.tl * 1 ^  .V. lian swrttirWV
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
Two new brick blocks and over forty
____ li: __ ___ __ i __ : i l .a U „ 4 it
Jeffeison street, until yesterday morn
ing. Then, in his delirium, he threw
the woman nurse aside and leaped head- .... . . , ... . u
foremost out at the window. He fell >-elhng8 are being built at Battle
three stories, struck op his head, »nd ! Oreek this season,
died instantly.— Dayton {Ohio) Jour- A MoRENCf farmer lately horse-n l i whipped his 15-yeor-old daughter in the
. „ , , , ^ ' A , i. 1 streets of the village.At “on the'eTOuina o ! At last accounts Escauaha had shipped
=, ; in7B
an elderly lady, in the kitchen of their : Shoppan^gonce, a well-knowu Indian
home, in Bmbkfield. Center.! The cur- 1 guide tothe Northern tourists, Is giving
tains still remained up. The mother Indian exhibitioim in the Baginaws.
guilty ol onenses man camiut uc ex-
cused, and for which be paid the pen-
alty. It fascinated and captivated the
sad, grim, infinitely tender and manly
and pure genius of Carlyle, and he has
interpreted, as no other man has essay e<
to interpret, the wild, wistful, touching
and tragical story of Robert Burns.
Harper's Magazine.
So alHo is the reaurrec
tiou < f the (lead. It l"
howii iu corruption, it ia
raised in tneorruptiou—
it la aown in dishonor,
it is raised iu glory; it is
gown ia weakness, it is
raised in power—
It fa sown a natural
body, it is raised a spir
itual body. There is s
natural body, and there
is a spiritual body.
And bo It Is written.
Hie first roan Adam was
made aqni kenlugsplrit.
Howbeit. that was not
first which is spiritual,
but Jhioh is natural, am
My Friends : I am go-
ing to do that which the
dead oft promised that
l.e would do tor me. This




noon, aud white the
Shadows still were falling
toward the West. He had
not passed on life’s high-
way the stone that marks
the highest point; but,
being weary for a mo-
ment, he laid down by
the wayside, and. using
his burden for a pillow,
fell into that dreamless
1)111 W 111 rulo - — — — ---- ----------
afterward that which is sleep that klssea down
spiritual. .. “ ..... ... ..... .
• he first roan Is of the
his eyelids still. While
. nrs .» .... yet in love wilh life and
earth earthy; the second raptured with tills world,
man is the Lord from He passed into silence
heaven. ‘awa>'- T,,ia brav0 aud
Aa is the ea thy. surh tender man. in every
are they also that are
earthy : and, as is the
heavenly, such are they
also that are heavenly.
And as we have b <rne
the image of the earthy,
wo shall also bear the
image of the heavenly.
Now. this I say. breth-
ti-h, that flesh and blood
cannot inherit the Mng-
lom of God. neither doth
corruption inherit incor-
rnpMon.
Uelh U, I show you a
mystery; Weshall n it all
storm of life, was oak and
rock, but, iu the sun-
shine. he was vine aud
flower. He was thefriend
of all heroic sonis. He
climbed the heights and
left all superstitious far
below, while on Ms fore-
head fell the golden dawn-
ing of the gran er day.
He loved the beautiful,
'.nd was. with color fonn
and music', touched to
fears. ’ Tie aided tWfh the
weak. and. with a willing
hand, gave alma. With
and daughter belonged to a much-re
epected family, and were just then cosi-
ly chatting and knitting by the Amide,
when there came a thundering report,
and, crashing through the window, a
charge of buckshot, and the lovely
young woman fell ft ghastly corpse,
without a struggle, at her mother’s feet.
The shrieks of the terrified mother
awoke' sleepeb ip't^ehOttieW arouse d
the neighooM. Search was made far
aud near; public sentiment was at the
fever-heat 1 of. righteous indignation;
detectives were employed, and after a
time Buzzell, an intelligent stone-cut-
ter, owning and carrying on a good
farm, was arrested for the cowardly
murder, tried, acquitted and discharged.
He was suspected 'becatfliB he was a gay
deceiver, h^l courted H*® rictim’of the
tragedy, Aliss Hatsofl, Mid had sudden-
ly deserted her and married another
woman. He had made insinuations
against her character, and she had at-
tempted.^) establish he? goo^ reputa-
tion by a auit sf law fp* UJ^aekty BW'
» we shall all be uW heart and witli vhe
changed.
,Iu a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at
ttie last iruinp; for the
trumpot shall aonnd, an
the dead shall be rataed
Incorruptible, aud we
shall be changed.
pureat hands he faithful-
ly discharged all public
tru-ts He was a wor-
• hiper of liberty, a friend
of ibeopprvsaed, A thou-
sand times I haveh--ard
him quote these word.*:
“ For justice all place a
For this con-upUble temple and all seasonr: sr*.
Edison's Electric Light*
The New York correspondent of the
Philadelphia Press writes : The declar-
ation of Edison that he could light all
our cities now with electricity if he
could find a big mine of platinum isbe-
lieved to be only a method of covering
his retreat. It is probably true that his
burners would cost $10 to $15 apiece if
mad* of platinum, but gentlemen in
this city who are perfectly familiar with
all that is going on at Menlo Park do
not believe that the cost of this metal
is the trouble which Edison now en-
counters. In spite of all that Edison
allows to be made known, and in spite
of the fact that he claims to have his in-
dention covered by patents, he does not
dare yet to give a public exhibition of
his light, because his regulator cannot
be depended upon, and he is afraid that
his lamps will melt in the presence of
the public, and the exhibition would
demonstrate his failure and not his suc-
cess. Edison has never yet given an
exhibition of his fight The Fuller
people, who have a platinum burner
illuminated by an induction coil, have
never permitted anybody to see their
fight in operation either, and practically
they have ceased to experiment with
the light. The trouble is the old one,
the lamp melts. While the platinum
Chostlne Cox’s Conviction.
The trial of Chastine Cox for the
murder of Mrs. Hull was concluded this
afternoon with the conviction of the
prisoner. The defense attempted to
prove only that no proof had been ad
dneed that Mrs. Hull was dead on the
morning when she was found, and that
she might have died from fright or apo-
plexy. The jury retired at 5:1»
o’clock, and it was considered a signiri-
cant fact that they did not take thtir
hats with them. Judge Cowing re-
mained in his seat upon the bench, and
the crowd in- the court-room for the
most part retained their places. Cox
chatted and laughed with his counsel as
if the whole thing was an excellent
joke. As the time wore on aud the
jury did not return rumors of a disa-
greement began to be current. At
6 :55, however, the jury returned and
rendered a verdict of guilty of murder
in the first degree. The prisoner
showed no more emotion or feeling
than at any previous period of the triid.
His counsel spoke to him, apparently
reassuring him. for Cox smiled at the
remark. Dist. Atty. Phelps then moved
that sentonce be pronounced, and
Judge Cowing rose. “Chastine Cox,”
said he, “you have been convicted of
murder in the first degree. What have
you now to say why the punishment of
death shall not be pronounced upon
you according to law? ”
Mr. How— He leaves it to me to speak
for him. We have nothing to say to
your Honor, for the reason that the ver-
dict has been rendered. Of course
your Honor has nothing left but to pass
the sentence the law has prescribed. It
will be for us to see whether our ex-
ceptions which we have taken are sus-
tained by other tribunals. That is the
only remedy we have.
Josh Billings on Marriage.
Sum marry bekase they think
wimmin will be scarce next year, and
live to wonder how the crop bolds out.
Bum marry to get rid of themselves,
and discover' that the game was one that
two could play at, and neither win.
Sum marry for love without a cent in
their Docket! nor a friend in the world,
nor a drop of pedigree. This looks
desperate, but is the strength of the
Sum marry in haste, and then set
down and think it carefully over.
Sum thinks it over carefully fust, and
then set down and marry.
No man kan tell ! jist exactly whar he
will fetch up when he touches calico.
No man kan tell jist exactly what
calico has made up her mind tew do.
Calico don’t know herself. Dry goods
of all kinds iz the child of circum-
stancis.
Marriage is a safe way tew gamble; if
you win, you win a pile, and if you lose,
you don’t lose any thing.
- --- - --
must put (mimmortall y.
8o wi.oii tliis cirrup'i-
»)!*• sha'l have put on in
corruption, ami tt'is mor-
tal sha 1 have put on im-
mortality, then ball tie
ouly kOi'd reason, the
only torch, justico the
only worsiiiper, manhood
the only reliKionand love
the only priest. He add-
ed u> the sum of humania u  wru — -- -----
brouRt't to p .sa the say- joy. and, were every one
l.iRtnatiB written, Death, for whom he did ome
is swallowed up in vie- IovIur service to trio* a
tory. . ,
O Death, where fs thy
blontom to his grave, he
would sleep to-night be
sting? O Grave, where is neath a wilderness of
tbY victory? iflowers. Lifeis a narrow
The oiing of doa*h legale; we strive in vain to
sin, and .he strength of look beyond the heights:
a... i ... w*» rrv a olid, aild
din is the 1 w.
But thanks be to God.
wtdeh glveth m* the vic-
tory through o jr Lord
Jesus Christ.
e c y lou n  the
omy answer is the echo
< f our walling cry. From
the voiceless lips of the
unreplyii.g dead there
come 8 m word, but in
the night of death. Hope
sees a star, and listening
love can h* ar the rustle
of a wing. He who sleeps
here when dying, mis-
taking the approach of
death for the return of
uealth. whispered, with
the latest breath ‘ Ism
better now.’’ Let us be-
lieve. In spite of doubts
aud dogmas, in spite of
fears and tears, that t iese
dear words are true of all
the countie s dead.
Aud now, 'o you who
have been chosen from
among (he many men Ue
loved to do the last, sad
• fflcc for the dead, we
give his sacred dust.
SiKH-chrannotcoutain the
love we bear. There w s,
there is, no gentler,
stronger, manlier man.
and now for wife and
children, f *r myself and
mine, wo tender to you,
no and all. our dearest
life.
Which does the reader prefer?
ise to marry, wnich was to bo beard on
the day after the murder, and Buazell,
the defendant, had expressed a wish
that ahe were dead. \ Powevety she
proved an alibi, and went forth to con-
tinue to live in the same community —
a free, if not an unsuspected man.
Subsequently, A young* rascal named
Cook, arrested for arson, confessed in
detail that he killed Susan Han ion, and
that Buzzell hired and assisted him to
doit. Buzzell was rearrested. Th6n
arose a legal question that greatly
troubled the courts— could one who
has been acquitted os a principal in a
felony be convicted as an accessory in
the same felony? The Judges held
that he could, and Buzzell was again
tried and was convicted chiefly on the
testimony of the man Cook, who was
discharged from custody for his valua-
ble evidence. In the course of time
Cook took a solemn oath that his state-
ment that he was the one who held the
gun and took part in the affair was
wholly false, and that his testimony in
court to that effect was also false in ev-
ery respect, thus parading himself iw
an unmitigated liar and perjurer. His
conflicting statements threw the public
into a state of agitation, which was in
no way allayed by the conviction of
Messrs. Conway and Cowen, the princi-
pal detectives in the case, for conspira-
cy in another matter, and their affida-
vits that the Buzzell prosecution was
also a “ put up job.” Buzzell’s counsel
demanded a new trial, and the Supreme
Court of the State, six Judges sitting,
reviewed the case, satisfying them-
selves of the moral certainty of the
prisoner’s guilt, and decided ’that jus-
tice* had been dealt him. He was ac-
cordingly hanged on the 10th of July.
— Springfield (Mass.) Republican.
The wife of Rev. H. D« Kraeling.of
St. Paul's Lutheran Churcb, East Sagi-
naw, has died from the effects of a sun-
stroke.
A 6- year-old son of James Crummey
had his right foot amputated by a
mowing-nladhine in Warren, Macomb
county.
Two 8r three hundred mo*e men
can And employment al fair wages on
the Menominee range, in Menominee
county. # -i - . f
The sect as, the Methodist
Protestants is to have a camp-meeting
at Higgins’ lake, Roscommon county,
Aug. 12 to 26.
The tenth annual reunion of the
Fifth Michigan Volunteer Infantry As-
sociation wiH be held at Pontiac, Wed-
nesday, Ang. 27.
William Davis, foreman in the saw-
mill of Hillman, Hesser & Co., at T in-
fant, fell upon the edging-saw and was
instantly killed.
A camp meeting of Spiritualists and
Liberafists will be, held at .Lansing,
commencing July 28 and continuing
until August 4 .
The county seat of Schoolcraft
county has been moved from Quota, on
the Lake Superior side, to Monartique,
Michigan side, at the month
A Maine Blacksmith’s Freak.
An intelligent Lewiston blacksmith
took a contract to repair a wagon the
other day. Lewiston is considered a
temperance city, and no one ever sup-
posed that the man was cross- eyed, but
he returned the wagon with both hind
wheels on one side and the fore wheels
on the other side.— Xeiciston (Afe.)
journal. , _
The total number of paupers in Lon-
don on th« last day of the second week
in June was 78,997, of whom 41/222 were
in workhouses and 37,7 <5 received out-
door reflet.
Quiet Lives.
Christ’s lowly, quiet workers uncon-
sciously bless the world. They come
I out every morning from the presence of
God aud go to their business or their
household work. And all day long af
they toil they drop gentle words from
their lips and scatter little seeds of
kindnesf about them; and to-morrow
dowers from the garden of God spring
up in the dusty streets of earth and
along the hard paths of toil on which
their feet tread. More than once in the
Scripture the lives of God’s people in
this world are compared in their influ-
ence to the dew. There may be other
points of analogy, but specially note-
worthy is the quiet manner in which
dew performs its ministry. It falls
silently and imperceptibly. It makes
no noise. No one hears it dropping.
It chooses the darkness of the night,
when men are sleeping, and when no
man can witness its beautiful work. It
covers the leaves with clusters of pearls.
It steals into the bosom of the flowers
and leaves a new cupful of sweetness
there. It pours itself down among the
roots of the grasses and tender herbs
aud plants. Aud it the morning there
is fresh beauty everywhere. The fields
look greener, the gardens are more fra-
grant, all life glows and sparkles with a
new splendor. And is there no lesson
lere as to the manner in which we
should seek to do good in this world?
Should we not strive to have our influ-
euce felt rather than to be seen or
heard? l Should we not scatter blessings
ho silently and so secretly that no one
shall know what hand dropped them t
The whole spirit of the gospel teaches
this “ When thou doost thy alms, let
not thy left hard know what thy right
hand doeth, that thy alms may be in
secret.” We are not to seek praise of
men. We are not to do good deeds to
receive rewards from men. We are not
to sound trumpets or announce our
good deeds from the housetop.— Dr.
Bushneli _ - --
A Fever Patient’s Fatal Leap.
Leouard Gunther, aged 18, was sick
at an uncle’s with the typhoid fever, on
Man a Fighting Animal.
Do what we will with him, man is
naturally a fighting animal. There is a
curious autobiography to be found in
Southern book-shops, written by an old
hunter who was born about a century
ago. There is the same thirst for blood
and fierce love of the chase in it as if a
beast of prey or a greyhound was telling
The^ost amusing example is where
the old man tells how he and his sons
once trained some young dogs to hunt
on the Lake ___ r „
of the Monastique river.
Ansel Wing, of Jackson, drove his
$1,000 stallion into the Grand river at
Liberty mills for the purpose of water-
log Mm, but, unfortunately, could not
get him out again, and the animal
drowned.
• The premature discharge of fire-
works at Grass Lake, resulted, in serious
injuries to Miss Shearer and Mrs.
Lorenzo Fisk. Miss Shearer (had a
rocket strike her in the cheek, passing
through into her mouth.
At the annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the Saginaw Valley and St.
Louis railroad, held at East Saginaw,
the formal transfer of the management
of the road to the Detroit, Lansing and
Northern was made.
While John McConnell, sexton of
Tecumseh cemetery, was digging a
grave, on Friday, and in a stooping
position, he was struck bv lightning
and nearly killed. Had he been stand-
ing upright the stroke would probably
have been fatal.
The Birdsell Manufacturing Com-
pany, which claims that its patents
cover the clover hollers in general use,
nave begun suits in the United States
Court against twenty-eight persons in
Western Michigan for alleged infringe-
ment of its patents.
W. W. Bogue and Charles Maynard,
who were burned out at Portland, last
spring, have erected a block of brick
stores, two in number, and two stories
high, on the ground burned over, and
expect to have them completed and
ready to occupy by Sept. 1.
John Howard, a negro, whose age is
placed at 96, fell from a load of hay, at
Adrian, last week, and died from tho
effect. He was born in slavery in
South Carolina, and the Mstory of his
life struggles and oppressions has
been extensively published.
Lansing JBepuMican: A Flint boy,
who could neither read nor write when
sent to the Reform School in December
h^put on the skin of an old bear,” he I last, was taken to that city Tost week as
says, “and crawled about on all-fours, a witness in a criminal case, and sur-
while Elisha and Job drove the pups prised his fnends and the officers by
on. They were scared at first, but pres- signing his name legibly to his state-
ently the whole six attacked me furi- ment when presented for his signature
ouslv bit my calves, tore my hair, hung —the effects of intelligent control versus
on my ears. I atr«flt education.
“I begun to shout ‘Enough! but
’Lisha cried, ‘ Don’t, dad, don’t I It’s tho
hfe of the pups.’”
He adds, “ Of course I stayed. I had
consideration for the dogs.” _ ^
It takes a great deal of training to
root out this instinct from men who in-
herit it. Everybody knows the history
of the “ fighting Quakers ” during the
Revolutionary War. Many of the staid
sons of staid sires of the same faith
slipped out of meeting during the last
war, to shoulder a musket
One venerable old friend in German-
town, Pa., found that three of his sons
had gone to this conflict against which
his creed arrayed him. They oungest felt
that he too must goy but feared to tell
his family.
s ee
Ezra 0. Seaman, a prominent, wealthy
citizen of Ann Artmr, died the other
day, aged about 70 years. He was a
prominent WMg in the days of that
party, and was several times a candidate
for Congressional nomination. He was
the author of several works wMch gave
him considerable reputation abroad.
Among them weie “The Progress of
Nations” and “The American System
of Government.” He was also editor
of the Michigan Journal in the days
of that paper.
Pro». Watson and 'rife left Ann Ar-
bor last week for Madison, Wis., his
instruments, goods, etc., having been
forwarded previously. At Madison he
will occupy the handsome residence of
hI* took bis gun, one day, and began Gov. Waahbnrne, which the latter baa
!nd paced alowly afand down, bnteaid the way of a larger telescope and ra-
n0^gmanPreeently ̂  aPPI°“h'id ““ S°a“ol wKnThto .
^Alexander Campbell, most combative ison. Prof. Harrington, flis successor,
Aiexan. V ’ j will taka nuRcwflon of the obser-
of Scotch reformers and theologians,
once submitted Ms head to the fingers
of a phrenologist, who had no knowl-
edge of Mr. Campbell’s cafiing. The
man finished Ms examination with the
words, “ From your executive ability
<uid love of fighting, sir, you are or
ought to be a great soldier.”
The aged clergyman heaved a sigh.
“No, sir, no. Circumstances were
against me. But, according to my op-
portunity, I’ve done what I could— I’ve
done what I could.”
ill then e obsessi
vatory and ass ime the duties of Pro-
fessor of Astronomy, positions in the
University which have bedn held by
but two persons, Fwrticis Brunnow and
James Craig Watson, both rof whom
rank among the most distinguished as-
tronomers of the world. It is alto-
gether improbable that Prof. Watson
will ever return to his old position— a
position which he has held since 18j9
in a university from which he gradu-
ated.
m — — o— - naam i rETa g«oe_.n ttraESTn. - .-rcr
* \
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, July 26, 1879.
“AND THOU ALSO, BBUTUSI"
Mr. Editor:— The other day I was
made the recipient of a lot of documents
containing the political debates of the
last and previous sessions of Congress,
and among them certain “Remarks of
Hon. Zachariah Chandler, ” under the
given title of “History Repeating Itself.”
The subject matter which led to the above
remarks and the short speech made by
Mr. Chandler, involving the proposition
of pensioning Jeff. Davis, were still fresh
in my memory; but in glancing over the
pages of the pantphlet I was especially
' struck with the emphasis Mr. Chandler
lays upon the tnacJury of Jeff. Davis;
and this in connection with the very sug-
gestive title of "History Repeating Itself,”
led my mind towards our own surround-
ings and the contemplated local secession
movement on the part of the Hollanders
and their "adopted sons,” from the Re-
formed Church in America.
1 do not intend to go into the chniacter
and detaile of this infamous acherne nor
speculate upon Its results. What I aim-
ply wish to remark is, how the fact of
"history repeating itself ” was portrayed
for us and others, by Mr. Chandler, on
the floor of the United States Senate, when
he said :
“Mr. President, twenty-two years ago
to-morrow, in the old hall of the Senate,
I, in company with Mr. Jefferson Davis,
stood up and swore before Almighty God
that I would support the Constitution of
the United States. Mr. Jefferson Davis
came from the Cabinet of Franklin Pierce
into the Senate of the United States and
took the oath with me to be faithfnl to
this Government During four years 1
sat in this body with Mr. Jefferson Davis
and saw the preparations going on from
day to day for the overthrow of this Gov-
ernment. With treason in his heart and
prejudice upon his lips he took the oath to
sustain the Government that he meant to
overterow.
"Sir, there teat method in that madam.
He, in co operation with other men from his
section and in the Cabinet of Mr. Buchan-
more variety. Considering the recent dis-
cussion in wood engravine, the republica-
tion of these cuts could not have been
better timed, and the publishers are al-
ready finding their account in extra salrs
of the July number to those desiring to
preserve this beautiful work, and many
other articles of surpassing beauty aud
style, too numerous to mention in detail.
In our estimation it is the leading maga-
zine of the United States.
LADT BBAUTIf IEBS.
Ladies, you cannot make fair skin, rosy
cheeks and sparkling eyes with all the cos-
metics of France, or beamiflers of the
world, while in poor health, aud nothing
will give you such good health, strength
and beauty as Hop Bitters. A trial is cer-




The finest kind of white shirts ever
brought to this town are now for sale at
E J. Harrington. The bosoms and cuffs
are 4 ply, and the body of the finest fabric,
at 75 cents.
lidMrtijsmfntis.
an, made carefuf preparation for the event
t\at woe to follow. Your armies were scat-
tered all over this broad land where they
could not be used in an emergency; your
fleets were scattered wherever the winds
blew and water was found to float them,
where they conid not be used to put down
rebellion; your treasury was depleted;
Preparations were carefully made.# #
#
"Sir, eighteen years ago last month I sat
in these halls and listened to Jefferson
Davis delivering his farewell address, in-
forming us what our constitutional duties
to this Goverumeut were, and then he left
and entered into the rebellion to over-
throw the Government that be bad sworn
to support! * * * The threat, the
universal threat, daily, hourly, was “Do
this or we will dissolve the Union; if you
do not do that we will dissolve the Union.”
Treason was in the White House, treason
iu the Cabinet, treason in the Senate, and
treason in the House ol Representatives;
bold, outspoken, rampant treason was
dally and hourly uttered. The threat was
made upon this floor in my presence by a
Senator, “You may give us a blank sheet
of paper and let us fill it up ns we please,
and then we will not live with you.’
Treason was applauded in the galleries of
this body, and treason was talked on the
streets, in the street care, in private cir-
cles; everywhere it was treason— treason
in yonr departments, traitors in the White
House, traitors around these galleries,
traitors every where. ”
The ‘tfo/far arc mine.
How striking the analogy!
Would that we too bad a Chandler, with
the moral pluck to hold up these local
ecclesiastical Jefl Davlses iu the light
they deserve! History will do it, "all thesame.” G. V. 8.
Holland, July 23, 1879.
SORIBNEB FOR AUGUST.
The Midsummer Holiday (August)
Scribner (always a notable number of
this magazine) will this year contain some
unusually attractive and readable mate-
rial. The opening paper, "Whistler in
Painting and Etching," is especially strik-
ing, and is the first adequate presentation
that has been made In this country of the
work of this unique aud much-discussed
artist. The paintings selected for repro-
dnetion are Mr. Whistler's portrait of
himself, the portrait of his mother (the
“Arrangement in Black and Gray"); the
"Symphony in White, No. Ill"; the
"White Girl" and "At the Piano.” The
Etchings represented (not by "process,”
but io wood engravings) are "Vauxball
Bridge”; "Rlault, the Engraver”; "Joe”;
"Thames Warehouses,” and "Little Wap-
ping.’, The writer of the accompanying
paper is Mr. W. C. Brownell, who dis-
cusses in a clear and discriminating man-
ner Mr. Whistler's methods and standing,
and, incidentally, the relations of art
and art criticism, and the characteristics
of "impressionism. " This article is sup-
plemented V a number of anecdotes of
tbe painter which are printed Id the Bric-
a-Brac department.
The next paper is the concluding talk
on "Summer "Entomology,” by Mr. Ed-
ward A. Samuels, Illustrated by Mr. Henry
Marsh's celebrated engravings of field
and forest insects. Though theee cuts are
of less impressive size than those of but-
terflies aud moths which were printed in
the July number, they are none the less
delicate or interesting, and as a whole have
A new stock at
?. & A. Steketee.
Among oor largo stock yon will find a handaome
variety of
PEACH TARLETON.
and a line lot of oil TABLE-CLOTHS, cheap,
by the yard.
A beautiful variety of Dress Goods,
Ginghams, Calicoes, bleached and un-
bleached sheetings, etc., etc.
A stock of Boots and Shoes
that defy competition.
Eastern Salt always on hand.
Our stock of Groceries is complete— in-
cluding all kinds of Canned goods,
Salmon, Lobsters.
Our 40c TEA is unsurpassed.
The oesi 5c Cigar in town,
Candies, flats, etc., etc.
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Holland, July 25, 1879.
Hillsdale College.
Instruction thorough. Good moral and religion!
influences. Expenses very low. Tuition in tin
Academic I>epartment only 81.00 j>er term
More than fifty young men are now iu attemlanct
whoso board, room-rent and incidentals do not
cost them over $74 a year.
Five Departments,— Academic, Theological
Commercial, Art and Music. In the Academic fom
courses,— €laflsi''al. Scientific. Philoeophical, am
Normal ; besides Elective Studies and Freparaton
Conrses. Beantiful location, and fine new build
inns. Sixteen Instructors. Fall Term commence!
Sent. 3. For Catalogues send to
Pres. P. W. C. mm, or C. B. HILLS, Sec’y,
Hillsdale, Mich.
MORTGAGE SALE.
r\E FAULT having been made in the con-U ditlons (whereby the power of sale therein
ha* become operative) of a certain mortgage, exe-
cuted by George M. Willey, on the third day of
April, A. D. 1878, to Mary E. dottle aud recorded in
the offleo of the Register of Deed* of Ottawa
county and State ol Michigan, on the sixth day of
April, A. D. 1876, aforesaid at twelve o’clock, noon
or that day, In Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
281, on which said mortgage there is dnimed to be
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the t>um
of four hundred and five dollar* principal
and interest, and no proceedings at law or in
eqnitv having been instituted to collect said sum
due thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
bv virtue of tbe power of aale as aforesaid, notice
is hereby given that on Tuesday the seventh
day of October. n«xt, (1879) at two o'clock iu
the afternoon, at the front door of the Court
House, (the place of holding the Circuit Court) in
tbe city of Grand Haven In said county of Ottawa,
said mortg igo will be foreclosed by the sale of the
premises therein and hereinafter described, or so
much thereof as shall be necessary to satisfy and
pay the araoant dne on said mortgage, with inter-
est and cost of advertisement ana sale, together
with an attorney fee of twenty-five dollars, pro-
* »r lt> said n
>rtgaged ui ... . s ___
a ana wifi be sold as follows, to wit: the
mtv ... .
vided for in mortgage In case of foreclosure.
Said mortgag premises are describedin said
mortgage
west-naif of tbe east-half of the sonth east quarter
of section thirty-two (8)) town seven (7) north, of




500 pieces of fust colored prints at 6c. A big re-
duction in ail Dress Goods for tbe balance of the
season. All wool suiting 25c, formerly 35c. Bro-
caded Dress Goods 15c, formerly 25c Dexter Suit-
ings 8c, formerly 12c.
In Parasols w§ offer tbe best value in $2.00 and
$2.50 Silk Serge in the city. Linen Tablecloths
in all grades and prices from 25c to 90c per yard.
Sheeting Bleached and Unbleached in endless
variety. Ladies’ Holsery from 5c up to 61c per
pair. I have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes
to be closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs
Misses’ Button Kid Shoes to be sold at $1.00, and
the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.
I am selling Ready made Clothing cheaper
than any House on the east shore. Men’s Cotton
Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A fine Worsted Suit at $7.50
and a fine all wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School
Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.
Linnen Dusters, Ulsters and a fine assortment
of Straw and Felt Hau.
All goods marked in plain figures and war-
ranted just as represented.
In my Grocery Department I still keep the
best 40c and 50c Japan Tea in the City; also a fine
line, of Sugars, Coffees, Spices, Candies and
Cigars.
Salt white fish, Trout and Mackeral. I am
still selling White Lime at $1.00 per Barrel.
Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles,
always on hand.
Goto, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.
Eighth Street,
HAMClTBEilEIICORBIInWSiniS TO CONSUMPTIVES. Another Step Forward!!
THE
T/flGINAL pastil LF
The advortiter, havlne been permanently cured
of that dread dl*ea*e, Coniumption, by a simple
remedy. 1* anxlou* to make known to hie fellow-
Hufferer* the means of cure. To all who desire it,
he will send a copy of the prescription used, (free
of charge,) with the directions for preparing and
nslng the same, which they will nnd a sure cure
for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Ac.
Parties wishing the prescription, will plenso
1’of II irrl«, after tnanr y-aro of umij aftird by clt-m-t C0l"!*’undlnjj tn INfAL-






°r'v 11 — _
j hit dtiniM?, to i rrvaltnt Hiiiony tt-m Oet, it uui nine
tuulei stood by pliyaj'-unt. Jt, ii.aisi up»u ilit tyitnn it
•o exerssive iiid di'bilitatitie, ||int our Ainerirtn Women
B.-c rapidly iKToml ,g 0 “rare or iinurd*/' Inraimfilo ol
tirmlin-liig lietltliy offtprinr, nr fi joui'f llfe'l plin uie».
rrnf Harris t asninl !'a.tiliv,u nr« (l>puiturclniu<dk-iiie.
A Ihommtiily <'••111111011 tense tiratnirnt. Applied directly
to the »i-tit of llie disease, iinil its.periHr iiitlnenef excrteil
at '•iier, prmitirinz mi immediate foiliing and rcstnratire
etFect. The tipplieation of the trmHy is attended w ith no
pain nr Iinplrostniness, nnd doe* nut interfere willi the or
dinary pursuits ami p insiir-s of life. « irrular* aie sent in
perfectly plain envelopes, securely soaieil from observation,
and remedy put up in neat plain hoxe- three lizn, with
f"ll direetlmn Inside. No. 1, teimuclt to last a mondi,)
#5iNo 3, (cnnuzll to last two nuiiitliM. £0 : No 3.''a«tTrjf
three month mi nil ample for cure, excepting in chronic
fn-sj glO. With Well box we semi a Female Pjr11.ee
a ’i d some Touie Pills, ns aux'li.irics tntlie rrno'dv.
J end ttamn for a pamphlet L’iviii),' toll description V
H of R-meily, and illustrated hr p atctiliowinc III T\
H "pplirntmn. This pamphlet alona Is worth a htiu* 
• tired timet Hi roat to any lady in de’.iente health. M
- being athoroughlr practical In atiseontliii dileu. e r
Prof. Ilnrrlt’Vit-’nalPtitlllfi can be obtained onlv from
HARRIS REMEDY CO.MF’G.CHEMISTS.
Market aqd 8th 8U. 8T. LOUIS. MO.
address,
l-26w
E. A. WILSON. 191 Penn 8t..
Williamsbnrgh, N. Y.
- m e uoj n, i me iou  -w-k j £\ -m-ir
',r'" Boot • & Kramer.I •JlUa At AS. tOIV*
MARY E. SOULS, Mortgage*
Savcil l. Tire, Attdmei! for Mortgagee. 2*-i3w
HiNSDOD: BOW LOST. DU EESTOBEE!
UL^IWILTfi CZLIBiiTlSIS-
BAT on the ra/fiefl/ cure (without med-
lei ns) of Spermatorrhoea or Seminal
Weakness , InvolunUry Seminal Losses, I m pa-
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedi-
ments to Marriage, etc.: also Consumption, Epil-
epsy and Fltsinonced by lelModnlgenceor sexual
extravagance, Ac.
The celebrated author, in thia admirable Essay,
clearly demonatratoa, from a thirty years' success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the dan-
gerous nse of internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing oat a mode of care at once
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what nls condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radi-cally. : •
hands ef
every youth and every man in tbe lan
»eal,‘
address,
Sent Dee under 1 In a plain envelope, to any
Address the Publishers, 19-Jy
TltmWSMIU





spirits, rely on Hop
Bitters."
•‘Read of, procure
and use Hop Ritter*,




want to be strong,
healthy and beauti-















For sale by J. O. DOESBURO.
"S-'jOn will bo paid
for a case that Hop



















ter* cures with a few
doses."
"Take Hop Bittei*
three time* a day
and you will have
no doctor bills to
pay."
HEW .FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!
.We reapectfnllr Invite the attention of our cltl
zen* to the stock of gooda which w« have opened
one door east of E. Van der Veen's hardware store,
and the prices for which we offer them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
.Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc , etc.
Our 40 cent Tea if called A No. 1 for tha price by
expert Jndgee. Fine Candlea, Tobaccos and
Cigars. Toys, Notions, Plowar Pott, Hanging
Baskets la great variety.
ALL CHEAP FOP CASH.
Give ub a trial and you wifi be pleased with
goods and Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT A KRAMER. '
Holland, Midi., Juno 21, 1879.
Mortgage Sale.
T'iEF AULT having been made in the conditions
As of a certain mortgage, (whereby the power
therein contained to sell has become operative),
executed by Johan Krederich Hummel, oj Holland
City, Ottawa county, Michigan, to Jan Knol, of ihe
same place, bearing date the twentieth day of
February. A. D. one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-eight, and recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa. In the
State of Michigan, on the twenty-fifth day of Feb-
ruary A. D. one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-eight, in liber number 11 of mortgage*, on
page 51, upon which mortgage there i* claimed to
be due at the date oi this notice the snm of one
hundred and fifty-two dollar* and fifty-two cents,
and no suit or proceeding at law. or in equity, hav-
ing been instituted to recover the debt secured by
said mortgage, or anv part thereof, (the said power
of sale having become operative by reason of the
default of said Johan Friederich Hummel in not
paving the interest due on said mortgage, and ih-J
said Jan Knol havlr.g elected to consider the whole
amount of sa-d principal and interest of said
mortgage to he due and payable, immediately,
after the lapse of thirty day* alter said default,
provided fur in said mortg ige. said thirty da\ * hav-
ing elapsed prior to said election and to the date of
tlii* notice) ; Notice is, therefore, htrtb’, given that on
Monday, the Eighth day of September
A.D. 1879, at one o'clock in the afternoon of
said day. at the front door of the Ottawa County
Circuit Court House, iu the city of Grand Haven,
in said county of Ottawa, (said court house being
the building in which the circuit court for the
county of Ottawa is held.) by virtue of the power
of sale in aald mortgage contained, said mortgage
will bo foreclosed by a sale at public auction (or
vendne) of the premises described in said mort-
gage. or so much thereof as may be necessary to
satisfy the amount due on said mortgage, for prin-
cipal and interest, and legal costs, together with
an attorney's fee of twenty five dollars covenanted
for therein; that is to say. the following piece* or
parcels of land (together with the tenements, her
editaments snd appurtenances thereunto belong-
ing) situated in the City of Holland, County of
Oitnwa. and State of Michigan a:.d particulaily
described. a»: Lot numbered three, and that part of
lot numbered two which is bounded on the north,
smnh, and west sides by tbe north, south and west
lines of said lot and is bounded on the east side by
aline rnnning parallel with the west line thereof,
and ten feet east from it. All in Block F of the
West Addition to «sid city of Holland, according
to ihe recorded map thereof.
Dated, May 31st, A. D. 1879.. JAN KNOL. Mortgagee.





can now be purchased






Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
the same time. This cheap method of ferti.izing
ha* bnt recently been introduced in this locality,
as is giving very good satisfaction.
toprmdrjrtaW. gypp





by tbe pound or wagon load, for which the
highest market price will be paid.29-ly WM. C. MELIS.
Ready for aervice. Op«n tor Dress.
GRIST and FEED MILLS
WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST
Farmers and Stock Men
Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.
A SHALL CDS70H HILL IH EVERY VILLAGE
AND TflffH.
WHAT THEY SAY OF THEM.
Cedar Falls, Iowa, March. 1877.
$20 clean profitdally with our ftijneb mill. Only
4-horse power. J. W. STOWE.
Gliy Grain Elevator, Dayton. O., Dec. 14, ’89.
Your 90-Inch mlil "beata" our 4 foot stone on
either wneat, meal or feed. J. DURST, Prop.
Danville, R. R. Elev. Chicago. Jan. 25. 1877.
We average a ton of meal per hotir on onr M inch
stane. Has ran four years. Very satisfactory.
EDWARDS A 00.
Champaign. III., March flth, 1878.
80 bushels par hour on a 30-lneh mill, an "Old
Miller" talks, p. B. 8ACKBTT,
Miller for T. Doty A Co.
J. C. RICHARDS, & CO., Chicago, III.
BUILDIRS OX





per veik loall, nils me or trawling.
tou.et)iiiiB' new. Aden**, 7!kj Beverly Co., Chliagfe
SENT FREE
u» *:»< : a HH w i * i ou ut
Mortgage Sale.
'V'OTICE Is hereby given that default ha* been
Iv made in the conditions of a certain mortgage
made and executed by Ira A. Livingston and
Thomas Knowles of Ottawa Connty, Michigan, of
the first part, to James Charles, latcof Kent Coun-
ty, Michigan, now deceased, of the second part,
bearing dale the sixteenth day of Jnlv, A. D. 1873.
and received for record In the office of the Kccisfer
of Deeds vf Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
twenty-fifth day of bebruary, A. D. 1«74. at eigt t
o’clock In the forenoon and there recorded in liner
number 3 of mortgage* on page 28. That Olive o.
Hubbard, formerly Olive O. Cliarle*, and widow of
said James Charles, deceased, is now the holder
and owner of said mortgage, it having been turned
over to her by the Judge of Probateof Kent Coun-
ty, Michigan, under the provisions of chapter 15n
of the Compiled Law* of the State of Michigan
of 1871, said James Charles leaving no children,
and the residue of his personal estate including
said mortgage, nor exceeding the sum of one thou-
sand dollars, a* appears bv tbe records, files and
Inventories relatli g to said estate iu the office of
the said Judge of Probate. That on said mortgage
and the note accompanying the same there is
claimed to be dne for prjncipa' and interest, at
tbls date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
dollars ar.d seventy-two cents, and also the sum of
fifty dollar*, the attorney fee provided for in said
mortgage in cart: of foreclosure. That no suit or
uroceedlng at law or in equity has been instituted
for the recovery of said debt or any portion there-
of. That by virtue of the power ol sale in said
mortgage contained and the statute in such case
made and provided said mortgage will bo fore-
closed by a ssle of the Jond described therein to
satisfy said mortgage debt and interest thereon at
the rate of seven per cent, ner annum, and said at-
torney fee and costs of safe, at public auction or
vendue to the highest bidder on Tneaday, the
Twenty-ninth day of July, A. D. 1879,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, st the front door of
the Circuit Court house in the City of Grand Ha-
ven, in the County of Ottawa and Btate of Michi-
gan, that being tbe place of holding the Clrcnit
Court for said County. Bald premises are described
in said mortgage as all that certain piece or parcel
of land altuaie. lying and being in Ottawa County
and State of Michigan and described aa Ibe soul*
west quarter of tne northeast quarter of fMtion
six (6), town seven (7) inrtb, of ranj^ fourteen (1 4)
west, containing fortv (40) wrea, tw the same more
or less. Also all th,{ P?™* ̂
the southeast quarter of the northeast ffiiarttr as
may be contained wlthla the *f
follows: commencing st the
the south ast quarter of the northaSit carter ef
said section six (6), thence east Slone the north
lint of safd soutbesst quarter of northeast
quarter to the Grand Haven or River road : thence
southeasterly along the eenter line of ’'•jd ronil
eMtqnarter to the west line of said southeast Quar-
ter ot northeast qnarter; thence north along
EESwSSS;
ments and appurtenances thereunto belonging or
OLIVE O HUBBARD,
holder snd owner of sa!d mortgage.
CLABK H. OtlABOK,
Attamuto WM of ftortmt-. 12-13w
A RARE CHANCE.
A GROCERY business for sale. Doing n good
/V business, in a country town. Inquire at this





Peaches are growl uc fast.
Mrs. J. M. Oggel, and four children, of
Pella, Iowa, are in town on a visit.
Mr. C. Van Oostenbrucge, theological
•Indent at New Brunswick, was in town
thii week.
Our wheat crop is tremendous, and
some farmers are bringing it in. 0 say
don’t forget to pay your subscription
™// . ^
The foundation for the Holland Lyceum
building is completed, and the association
is out with posters asking for sealed pro-
posals to put up the building— bids to be
in on or before July 80th. Push it along,
we need a hall bad I
The young queen of Holland is reported
to be enceinte. The news comes from Ber-
lin, and the forthcoming event, which may
give sure succesion to the crown of Hol-
land, is said to be anything but welcome
to the present chief of the German govern-
ment.
Mr. P. Pfanstiehl is building an addi-
tion to his mill of 10x48 feet, which will
be used for stave manufacturing machin-
ery. Having been short of shingle bolts
this mill hus not made any shingles lately,
and has been exclusively engaged in the
manufacture of lumber and headings.
Arrangements have been made by
Capt. F. Brower and Gee’s band to give a
moonlight excursion on Saturday evening,
August 2nd. This is a move in the right
direction, and we hope to see them so well
patronized that they will feel encouraged
to give them regular. We have the finest
Lake for anything of that kind that can
he found out of doors.
The Zulus celebrated the 4th of July by
attacking Lord Chelmsford’s army. The
savages numbered anywhere from ten to
twenty thousand men, according to the re-
ports, while the British had a thousand na-
tives and four thousand regulars. The
battle was not of long duration. A cav-
alry recounoissance drew out the enemy
and the attack began at half-past 8 in the
morning, and by half-past 9 the blacks
were in retreat. A general rout followed.
There are people in this city who feel
“too big” to subscribe for the Holland
City News, but they will sucak around
legular every Saturday to see what it has to
say, try to get hold of some friend’s paper,
and thus avoid the payment of $1.50 per
annum (if paid in advance). Now our opin-
ion about this is this: If it is worth reading
it is worth paying for, and therefore we
hold that every one who obtains the con-
tents of these columns in the manner
above deserribed— violates the eighth com-
mandment. _ | ;
«•» —
Once more the unfortunate schoone.
Kate Howard floats her flag in Holland
harbor. The present proprietor— Mr. Chas.
Storing— has spent considerable money In
getting her off the beach, being stranded
as she was, at a very bad place. The
strong frame of the Kate stood the wear
well, however, has retained her beautiful
shape, and is now being repaired at An-
derson’s ship yard preparatory to going to
sea once more, which the owners hope
will be in about four or five weeks.
Capt. Storing naturally feels proud, and
•ays, “she will henceforth carry • white
flag, where she used to curry a black (po
litically speaking) one.”
Ki:*i: apples are in the market.
Bishop Gillespie preached in Grace (E-
plscopul) church on Sunday morning last.-
The masons at work on the foundation
of the new school bouse are making good
progress.
Mil A. Bosma brought some of the
finest tame red raspberries to this town we
have ever seen.
., - r— -
Late cable dispatches speak of the res-
ignation of Mr. Welsh, the American
Minister at the Court of St James.
Thh latest advices Jrom Memphis indi-
cate that the yellow lever is again on the
increase, and the people are fleeing in ah
most every direction.
Mildness conquers-and hence it is that
the gentle yet positive influence of Dr.
Bull’s Baby Syrup overcome so quickly
the disorders of babyhood.
List of letters remaining in the Post
office at Holland, Mich., July 24th, 1879:
J. J. Fifleld, Mrs. W. B. Loomis, Nelly
Rogers, Mrs. M. Ida Wiggins, Mrs. Alise
8. Sutherland.
Wm. Verbrek, P. M.
Mr. E. J. Harrington has arrived back
from Chicago, where he has bought an-
other immense stock of goods, having faith
in the general rise of prices of almost all
commodities. Our citizens will do well to
watch the markets. Now is the time to
purchase. All cotton goods are going up.
Our farmers all seem happy. We have
failed to find a single one who is not sat-
isfied yith his crop of wheat, and have
heard<iuiteu number express themselves
agreeably surprised at the outcome. We
can thus safely class the wheat crop of
this locality considerable above the aver-
age in quantity and quality.
While Miss Ella Harrington was out
driving yesterday afternoon, accompanied
by one of her girl friends, the horse be-
came frightened and attempted to run
away. In drawing the rein the buggy was
upset and somewhat damaged, but the
young ladies got out of the scrape with a
bad lr:ght. The horse, however, is seri-
ously injured.
The first crib of the three, which are to
be added to the piers at the harbor this
season was sunk during the first days of
this week with good success. The other
two will be sunk as soon as the stone can
be procured.
When such a universally used article as
a kerosene lamp combines both safety and
convenience, and ii sold at a reasonable
price, every one la sure to buy it. This is
why the new Harris & Smith Safety Lamp
is having such a large sale. For sale by
P. & A. Steketee.
BIr. James Fox, of Grand Rapids, of
the firm of Fox. Shield & Co., made his
usual rounds through the Colony this
week, and reports his business increasing
and collections remarkably improved, ail
of which goes to show that this locality U
really growing and prospering.
Don’t fail to Tead the new advertise-
ment of P. & A. Steketee. Their new
stock is simply immense, complete, and
ought to be inspected to be appreciated.
They have a large supply of peach tarle
ton— expecting a large peach crop, and
the loveliest dress goods you ever saw,
Call and see.
Dr. Bacon, the Temperance Lecturer
was given ten minutes to leave Fredonia
in, he only took five, just so with Pettit’s
Eye Salve, a positive cure for all diseases
of the Eye, never fail?, complete cure in
less than one half the time of any so-called
Eye Remedy, Price 25 cents. Sold by T.
E. Annis & Co., Druggists aud Apothe
caries, Holland, Mich.
It has been rumored around that our
townsmen, J. Alberti, was going on a trip
to the Netherlands, but this is not so.
There was such a good demand for horses
that ho did not feel warranted to drop his
business for the present, and accordingly
went to Illinois on Wedesday evening to
purchase another carload. His customers






In order to rtdnee onr stock and make prepara-
tion for an extensive Kali Trade, we offer the entire
balance of our stock of Hummer Good* at actual
cost.
Summer Silks at Cost.
Granadines at Cost.
French Novelties at Cost.
All our Summer Dresn Goods
at Cost.




Three doors Eait of Kruisenga’s Store.
Dr.R.A.Scliouten,
molPoaxGBTOR.
Thia naw atore will kjep^afttU aapply of the beat
Mdsii, faftniriu, loilri Irtkli, Cigars,
WritlBg Material, Im*,
And tbo tneat aaaortment of
Wines & Liquors
(for Medicinal qm only,)
J
And almoft everxtMog slat belonging In a well
Blocked drug etore.
The above firm are the mannfactarera ef DR.
BCHOUTEN'8m m sxrECTomi fills
JlIHO
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
Preacrlptiona carefully compound at all Loura,
day or night. gg-ly
The Second Ref. Church excursion of
Grand Rapids was a grand success. The
steamer Twilight with her consort, covered
with awnings, was in readiness, took
aboard the entire party, which is estimated
by some to have been GOO, and took them
safely for a fine boatrjde. Everybody
seemed pleased and satisfied, and expressed
a willingness to return at some future lime.
The demand for brick at
brick yard is greater than the supply, and
the proprietors inform us that the only
kind of which it is possible to keep a
stock on hand* is brick for wells. They
have recently made a contract to furnish
900,000 to the blast furnace company, for
coal pit and other purposes, aud find no
trouble in collecting the cash for the same.
Selling their brick, as they do, from St.
Joseph to the south of us, all along the Chi.
fe West Michigan railroad, as far north as
Big Rapids, we think we are warranted in
aking this as an omen of returning pros
>erity in this State.
• j *
Somebody, tod Judging from the lan-
guage used, it is not the editor, wrote sn
Article in De Hollander in which he shows
that he is not very well pleased with the
little sqnib in which we ridiculed Ed. Ro-
Dayne. Now, first and last the writer may
set this down as a fact, that no profeuional
oathbreaker will get any mercy at the point
of onr pencil. The writer subverts the
entire meaning of the article, and know-
ingly at that, and winds up by saying,
negatively, that there are heathens in this
community, sod by holding himself up as
holler than ourselves. Now this maybe
but to tay it, shows the writer to be one
of those boastful self-righteous pharisees
who, according to Holy Scripture, “Am
his reward,” and therefore need not ex-
pect any hereafter.
Two different parties from Allegan have
been camped out near the harbor of Black
Lake for the oast two weeks. One of the
parties consisted of Messrs. J. C. Holmes,
C. Coleman, N. W. Vosburgb, A. Motley,
C. F. Tubah and their families. This
party has been here twice before, and are
infatuated with the fishing facilities which
Black Lake affords — on one day. catching
over one hundred black bassV It seems
| surprising to the gentlemen from abroad,
who love this sport, that somebody don’t
improve the opportunity and build and fix
up a regular pleasure resort at the mouth
of Black Lake. Nature has done every-
thing for It, we have got a good harbor
now for steamboats, aud It would take but
• small capital, comparatively speaking,
to make this spot one of the most roman-
tic and attractive watering places in the
United States.
Excursions and picnics are the order of
fthe day. On Wednesday last the sabbath
school and their friends of the 2nd Ref.
Church of Grand Rapids, passed through
the city to spend the day at the mouth o
Black Lake. We estimate the party at
about 500. On Thursday the Sabbath
school of the Episcopal church of this
city indulged in their annusl picnic, ant
were accompanied by Gee’s brass band.
All these parlies express themselves wel
satisfied with the natural advantages af-
forded at the harbor. Yesterday (Friday,
the sabbath school picnic of the 1st Ref.
Church, of Grand Haven, passed through
here, cn route for Kalamazoo-this city
adding considerable to their number.
The weather has been fine for these oc-
casions.
We are happy to announce that our
friend, Dr. R. B. Best, has concluded to
settle himself again in this Colony, and
will make the village of Zeeland his home.
The doctor wound up his practice and sold
out bis business In Orerijsel last year for
the ostensible purpose of pursuing kii
studies deeper in some brauches of his
profession, and went to New York to take
advantage of the world-renowned Belle-
vue Hospital. His principal aim was sur-
fury, difficulties of the eye and ear, and
chromic diseases, and having closed a very
successful course, comes back to us reju.
vinated in besitb and refreshed in medical
studies and ueaus, iu ordsr to be better
enabled to help suffering humanity. Aside
from these special studies the doctor was a
graduate of the University of Michigan,
but like all genuine scholars, believes his
studies will never end. His large and suc-
cessful former practice in and around
Overijsel was a sufficient guaranty of bis
ability, and therefore needs no praise at
our hands, but this added effort to become
flMW pfollcleut, it seems to um ought to
put him in the front rank of onr many
able doctors. Until further noth.-e his ot-
flee will be at the drug store of Mr. A De
Kruif.
One of the finest excursions we have
ard of this season will be given under
He auspices of the M. E. Church ol
randville, starting from Grand Rapids
and taking in all stations along the lincV
the Chicago & West Mich. R. R. to Hoi
land inclusive, on Thursday, July 31st,
1879, to St. Joseph and return. At St.
Joseph a boat ride will be giveu ou Lake
Michigan, gratis. Fare for the round
trip, from Vriesland, Zeeland and Holland,
$1.00; children under 12 years, 50 cents.
The train will leave Vriesland, 8:20; Zee-
land, 8:85; Holland, 8:55. See posters
around town. This will undoubtedly be
one of the cheapest rides a person can
^expect.
The foliowing are the arrivals and
< learances as reported at the custom house
p to Thursday night:
arrived.
J ily 18— Schr. Dawn. Chicago, 83 cd* atone
“ 21- " Four Brothers. Chicago, {Q cds stone
2l-8ch*. Wollln, Racine, lljrht.
21— Schr. Joses, Chicago, light. *
21- “ J. P de Condres, Chicago, 35 eda
stone.
22- " Tri-Color. Milwaukee, lieht,
23- “ Banner. Chicago, lifiht.
“ 24- “ Spray, Milwaukee, light.
CLEARED.
July 18— Schr. Dawn, Chicago, 65 eda wood
•• 21- •• Four Brother*, Chicago, 80 eda
wood.
‘‘ J;- Chicago 0,500 bdl* brn*h.
21 - J- Coudrea, Rogers Creek,
*2r8ch.r- Milwa'ikce, 45 oltn lumber.
.. ~ ' _Trl -Color, Racine, 43 m p b slaves,
** Banner, Chicago, 40 m oak lumber,
7 ra staves, IS hrls heading.
21- •* Spray, Milwaukee. 10 m ai-h Pumber,
1& m oak lumber.
Linen
Cost.
Suits and Dusters at
Lawn Suits at Cost.
In fact, everything in the
line of Spring and Summer
Goods will be offered at prime
cost, as we do not intend to
carry them over.
This bona fide reduction will give all those who
are in want of any of the above named goods a
chance to save from 15 to 25 per cent.
f. i. mnm,
Corner Canal & Bronson St
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Strictly One Price Store.
PI I EC gtshkiuda. TUMORS, dischargeslILkd BLOOD or mucus, and all dlacases
r .i j v of l^e FkctU'M quickly and per-
fectly cured by a simple and soothing REMEDY.
For Information, addresa
DR. J. FABER A CO., 23 Ann Bt.. N. Y.
l-Mw
A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at
home made by the Induatrlona. Capita I
miiiiiinol required; we will start you. Men,
>*/ V V v women, beys and fpria make money faster
at work for ua than at anything elie. The work is
light and pleasant, and such aa abyonecan go right
at. Those who are wise who see thia notice will
send us their addressee at once and tee for them
selves. Costly hutflt and terms free. Now lathe
time. Those already at work are laying up large
•urns of money. Address TRUE A CO., Agusta,Maine. Jf-iy
ERRORS OP YOUTH.
A GEBTLEMAN who suflhred for years from
Nerjona DEBILITY. WUEMATDHE DECAY
and all the effects of youthful Indiscretion, will for
the sake of suffering humanity, send free to ull
w'loneedlt.tho recipe and directions for making
the simple remedy by which he was cured. Suffer-
ers wishing to profit by the advertiser's experience
can do so by addressing In perfect confidence.
! B’ oaDENi « Cedar 8t., New York.
Mn. R. Kanters, senior partner of the
Arm of R. Kanters & Son, is home on a
vacation, and taking a real from his labors
at Lincoln Park, Chicago. From a con-
versation with him we learned that the
weather has favored them so much that
they have been enabled to sink and finish
some 800 feet of brush breakwater, while
last year during the same time they bad
only 850 feet sunk and about half flniahe^
°ff- rT’he woik elnoh wus Huue latfyear,
was immediately filled in behind the break-
water (by the Park Commissioners) for
fear of accidents. But their confidence in
the character of the work has increased so
muen that they don’t seem to be in a hurry
to do the same thing this year. The filling
in behind the work of last year gives such
a different appearance to the beach that
annual visitors would hardly recognize the
locality, for what,*was water and beach
then Is now covered by a field of oats—
accidentally gown by the spreading of ma>
nure over the sand. It is gratifying to the
contractor 8 to hear visiting tax-payers say
that they don’t object to paying taxes for
auch good and nice work, and the many
enconiums on the work by commissioners
and engineers is a source of pardonable
pride In successfully introducing Dutch
methods of “fighting the witters;” Since
we wrote the above we learn that Mr. A.
M. Kanters has successfully sunk two more
>lece* and finished off. considerable more
superstructure. This kind of work is
such a novelty among most of the Ameri-
;ans that frequent visits are made by the
>e«t engineers of the country; only a few
days ago a parly of sixteen gentlemen
drove up in four open barouches to make
a minute investigation, itbo were no less
perstmaget thin some of uur great New
York railroad magnates, and who expres-
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HARMS REMEDY OO.iri CKaUTl
Martet tad Mb Sts. •?. LOUIS. MO.
Joslin&Breyman,
Watchmakers J Jewelers,




— Juat received at —
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
- o—
A Complete assortment of Chlldrea’a and Infant*’
•hoes for fall and winter, and a full Hue of
Ladles and Gentleman’s wear.
call^BIee us.
ferr «t
Peddling machines with wagniis ha* been abolUheu
for tuulmpie rea*on that the price* of machine
c.vcn4X;ili«i cxtn’° ,b,“ w,y
Hollins, Mich., Sepl. 1, 18Tr. HSI10I,D'
STEAMBOAT
EXCURSIONS ! i
The Staunch and Noble Steamer
twi-lighti. * , 1 • —
CAPT. F. R BROUWER,
la In readlneaa to run for private axcuralona
M!*,0D of ’7®' except Sunday*!
and la also prepared to take Sabbath School pic
nice on large barges fitted np for that purnSle
flkJ /!!h 'FI** if m*1 10 l"# ra00,h of iSck“d ^e Michigan, $B.00. For Sunday
bargS flJC5)7 k01 °r Urge ,xcur,lon Parties wiij
Parties can choose their own time for going and
returning. For furthar particular! apply to
CAPT. F. R. BROUWER.
Don’t forget the Moonlight Ex-
cursions.___ 18-tf
PIMPLES.
i « “I IT”*111 ?* ,ktJr on • hold. head ormooth face. Address, Inclosing 8c. atamp,




•cd tliemaeWet os highly pletred with the
work and expressed surprise that
of auch quality and beauty could l
j for to little money, comparatively.
Sliver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry A Fancy Goods.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
4
•i
Vail Iitae of Gold Peas*
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hojaand, March 24, 1878. fi-iy.
DOORS, SASH,
Blinds, Stair Railing, Etc.
Having recentlv parebaaed tho Phosnlx Planing
Mill, are now better prepared than ever to do •
all Kindi of






Cor. River & Tenth sts.
88-lv
A STERLING OLD FOEM.
Wlio ahall judge man from bis manner,
Who abiul know him by hla drees?
Pan pen may be tit for Piinoes,
Priucea fit for nothing else.
Crumpled shirt and dirty jacket
May 1*016010 the golden ore
Of the deepeet thoughts and fe< lings—
Satin vest con do no more.
There are streams of crystal nectar
Ever flowing Wit of stone;
There ore jpirple beds and golden,
Hidden, crush# and m-ertttrt'yt;
iod, who countiby souls, not dresseGod, ' 'our Uljy s,
But u pekUss in the sea.
Man.-upflaisedlbove his Wlow’lj / ‘
..... /
TThst your meanest kinds are men !
Men of labor, men of feeling,
Men of thought!, aid men of fame.
Claiming equal rights to sunshine
In s man's ennobling name.
There are foam-embroidered oceans,
There are little wood-clad rills;
There are feeble Inch-high saplings,
There are cedars on the hills.
God1', who counts by sohis, not stations,
Loves and prospers you and me;
For to Him all vague distinctions
Are ae pebbles in the sea.
Tolling hands alone are builders
Of the nation * wealth and fame:
Titled laziness is pensioned,
Fed and fattened on the same;
By the mat Of others’ foreheads,
Living only to rejoice.
While the poor man’s outraged freedom
Vainly lifts its feeble v olce.
Truth and justice are eternal,
Born with loveliness and light;
Secret wrongs shall never prosper
While there is a sunny right;
God. whose world wide voice is sintring
Boundless love to you and me,
Links oppression, with its titles,
But as pebbles in the sea.
DOWN IN OLD KAINTUCK.
BY W. W.
I *
If, even before the war had revolu-
tionized the whole South, there was
any place in the whole conntry free of
everything like aristocratic pretension,
that condition was certainly exemplified
in the more hilly or mountainous dis-
tricts of Kentucky and Tennessee, and
indeed, so few were the u contrabands ”
in those sections that it was really hard
by that test to fix for the people there
any standard or index which gave one
family precedence in rank or standing
over the most plain or hnmble around.
And if any distinctions shonld have
been attempted on the score of large
bodies of land held by one family, that
would certainly have been a failure ; a
good deal of those hills and mountain
ranges being precisely of that kind of
which it is sometimes said, the “more a
man has of it the poorer and more em-
barrassed he is.”
In truth, so, exacting were the sover-
eigns of these wild and sparsely-settled
mountain districts in their dealings
with the politicians, that, in some cases,
it endangered a man’s chances for elec-
tion to the Legislature, or even to Con-
gress, to, at least seem to be too
“lamed” or pretentious on that score;
forsnchan one was not supposed to
sympathize any too strongly with the
masses, conscious enough of their own
deficiencies, and not particularly desir-
ous of being reminded of them.
On one occasion, for instance, a very
Accomplished and able lawyer, who was
a candidate for Congress in East Ten-
nessee, was defeated by more than 2,000
majority, mainly because he taunted his
opponent, who had already been in Con-
gress, with bis illiterateness ; for when
the lawyer told his competitor that if
he, the latter, would “write three lines
straight across a sheet of paper,” then
lying before him there in the Court
House— where the speaking took place
—and “spell every word correctly, he
himself would withdraw from the can-
vass.” The reply was that he, the ex-
member, “was not going to be hum-
bugged after that sort; but that the
proposition was an insulting fling at
those present, and the thousands in that
Congressional district who couldn’t
read and write, and an assumption
therefore not to be endured 1”
And it didn’t need the ridiculous
story which was shortly invented and
set going— ,4that the lawyer’s wife had
made him a mitten with which to shake
poor men’s hands,” to beat him badly,
for the other injudicious assumption
had already accomplished that end. /
But there was one determined ana
pronoupoed aristocrat in that section
whose case must not be passed over;
one Tom Amis; who couldn’t be mis-
taken in that vicinage for anything else
— that is, after hia own particular style.
An old aunt had left this gentleman a
tract of land— some sixty acres— his
“estate,” he termed it; and along with
this bequest a solitary contraband, and
this “streak of good luck" had appar-
ently left Tom not much more to desire.
With an old mule, Tom managed to
•.make the negro man cultivate the place,
after ik fashion ; mpd a tolerably good
saddle-nprso enabled. Jiim himsell to
visit all the jollifications within twenty
or thirty miles of his “estate.? Pass-
ably* good-looking,’ although Iiis long
black hair gave himaroystering appear-
ance, with a pair of black gloves— he
somehow always managed to have a
pair— and a huge cane surmounted with
a piece of quartz crystal about an inch
in diameter, he generally strutted into
company; And appeared never so proud
and happy as when, at camp-meeting or
church, he eonld manage to hoist the
cane abQve his head for the envy oi ad-
miration of look eta- on. It was the great
“Kohinoor diamond” of his own neigh-borhood.' TI
Of course it required “ management”
to make that one contraband keep up
the income of the “estate.” but Tce," om
waa quite equal to it. It wouldn’t do
to let that “ gang ” be idle, so Tom had
a dry ox* bide— so the story was- taken
out to the little corn and tobacco patch,
every morning, the scene of the contra-
band's daily labors, and causing it to be
placed under a tree, from whence ho
could superintend operations, he would
Lie upon the hide all day, smoking a
corn cob pipe or dozing while Jack
hoed. When the sun got round upon
him and too hot, as of course it would
do after awhile, he would for Jack
to w,
and pull him into the shade again;
in this particular, probably unconciously,
imitating certwn Kings of Spain, who had
to be moved' oUck.ttom the fire-place by
an attendant when it got too hot.
Bat, speaking of learning and the
few pretensions to it throughout, the
mountain region, there were some
learned individuals, as I have already
shown that there could be aristocrats.
One of these I certainly encountered,
one afternoon, in the person of a rather
noted quack doctor, who was the pro-
prietor of some sort of a water-cure es-
tablishment away amongst the hills. I
had overtaken him on the road, and it
seemed that he had a stock of profes-
sional terms and phrases, mostly con-
cocted by himself, with which he sought
to stun his rustic patients into an awful
sense of his erudition. I was soon
made aware of his determination to im-
press me, also, for one of his first queries,
as we rode onward, was : “How long
before the evening shades will over-
whelm the atmosphere?”
He further declared, in the course of
conversation, that he “ had a great de-
testation to disannul the use of ardent
spirits,” and that “men’s health in that
section would never be good so long as
they did not know that a diapkramic
nfatuation cawed by whisky and to-
bacco multiplied the functitiousness
of the stomach.”
I gravely responded that " I thought
so, too, especially so tar as the use of
whisky and tobacco was in the case.”
The universal hot biscuit and ex-
cessively heavy diet otherwise in vogue
undoubtedly caused a good deal of
dyspepsia and kindred troubles; and
this the learned doctor characterized as
“ slothfulness of the digester,” and one
of his not-infrequent prescriptions for
it was “calamy and jollup,” while he
claimed to be “ great in scrofulo and
drapsy, yallar jarndice and shakin’
ager!”
That learning was sometimes valued,
however, I will proceed to show. Trav-
eling in company with a friend on the
headwaters of Rockcastle creek, on one
occasion. Saturday night found us at a
large cabin where already two Baptist
preachers had preceded us— who had
arrived there that night to keep an ap-
pointment for preaching the next day.
Finding that we also could be accom-
modated, we both determined to ppend
the Sabbath there to, of course, attend
the meeting, and we concluded that if
we did not succeed in getting very
much edified on doctrinal hard points,
we should at least see some new phases
of life among these primitive people.
And we did, as the result will show.
Sitting around the blazing fire that
night, we soon found that the two old
preachers were in manifest and peculiar
trouble; a member of their flock, an
elderly man— Bro. Hicks— noted for liis
cross-grained pig-headedness, having
gotten bold of a book considered by
them decidedly heterodox, and yet it
was a sort of - a bone they were in-
competent to pick, and which, to ag-
gravate their troubles, he insisted, in
his pugnacious way, on poking at them
every time they undertook to expound
the scriptures in that vicinity.
Fortunately, my associate had struck
a case he was quite at home upon, if I
was not; and as the book bad been
loaned to one of the preachers a few
days before to be returned the next
day, the evening was partially i-pent in
riddling the errors and false pretensions
of the little work, whilst the two old
preachers sat by fairly rubbing their
hands, with— as it appeared afterwards
—gleeful anticipations of what was to
follow.
But my young friend, a fine Greek
and Biblical scholar, had little sus-
picion of what was in store for him the
next morning. Seated on a log outside
the cabin, whilst the congregation on
foot and on horseback; came pouring in
from the hjlls and hollows, we at length
entered the house at the sound of the
innvi table tin-horn ; and-directly that
we . weite jn-dpOTS, were assailed .by a
kpotty-bead^j, \r6n-gray looking old
fellow^ for “finding fault with his book.”
Somewhat taken aback at the assault
in the presence o| a considerably large
congregation, r stammered something
like an apology for having taken liber-
ties with “his book,” that what had
been said about it was no wise personal
to him, suggesting at the same time,
that we were not “preachers,” and upon
such an occasion as that should be ex-
cused^ from controversy.
But this did. not seem to satisfy him
at all. He had bothered so many, it
ap$ared,by putting things at them they
could'hot explain— although hO could
not make matters clear himself— that he,
wad bent on letting. his afightkf^^nd
the preachers see that he and his “book”
had the best of it; and so would take
no denial; whereupon my associate,
.Who by this time had “got his dander
up,” fell aboard of him, and, as one of
the preachers afterwards expressed it
— “made a perfect shucking of him
and his book.” _ - .
Indee^Hhe old sinner was so com-
pletely used up, his heterodox treatise
so thoroughly shown to be “mischiev-
ous and dangerous,” that he became
absolutely meek and penitent; where-
upon, in the sermon and prayers alter-
nately which followed the passage-at-
anns, strong alhisidh wae made to and
In regard to one outside idea con-
cerning the people of the section I am
describing— that they were too pug-
nacious and quarrelsome— too ready
for “ gouging ” and kindred accomplish-
ments to make it safe or pleasant to
travel among them— the current re-
ports, I believe, have generally taken
that view of the case. Bnt it is a view
to be modified, as it is token from this
or that standpoint.
While trials of prowess, and. often-
times savage encounters giwihg out of
bnllying rivalries, etc., among them-
selves, were frequent enough, the
stranger who treated them’ courteously
had nothing special to be uneasy about
so far as he desired immunity from as-
sault. Of course, if he wanted a quar-
rel, it was easy enough to get it.
If he happened upon a jolly crowd,
for instance,, pn “ court day,” or at some
cross-roads gathering, he might be
called upon to “ kiss old roan” -
take a pull at a whisky bottle presented
to him— “or fight;” but commonly a
stranger might ride up to the most
noisy group, and with the salutation,
“Good morning, gentlemen I” pass
on his way with the like courteous
greeting in response. Accosted and
treated as“ gentlemen,” the hardest and
most lawless cases would be ashamed
to belie the appellation and compli-
ment.
To be sure, again, there were men in
almost every community down there with
whom, from their touchy sense of
“honor” and a reputation for fighting
characteristics, gained through desperate
encounters in their youth, a peaceable
man might well be upon bis guard ; and
such a one was my particular Iriend,
Cupt. Goins. I felt quite assured of this
one day when we two were out fishing
on the shore of a creek with steep
banks, the water of which, having re-
cently fallen, had left a broad margin
of slippery mud running down to water
some six or eight feet in depth, the
bank being at an angle of about 45
deg. Sitting further down the stream,
and about twenty yards from the Cap-
tain, 1 was aroused from watching my
line by the sound of a peculiar grunt.
Looking up to where that gentleman
was posted, I saw him in his finest “go-
to-meeting suit,” sitting flat on the
ground, and gradually but steadily si p-
ping down the muddy bank, and leaving
a smooth track as he went, in spite of a
most desperate endeavor by digging
his heels and sprawling his fingers into
the slime to save himself. Conscious
that he was cutting a peculiarly-ludi-
crous figure, and furious, too, at his
mishap, he did not intend to betray to
we his predicament at all; but the in-
voluntary grunt mentioned betrayed
him; and, seeing his eyes fairly flash
fire as I reached down to the rescue, I
discreetly gave him only my sympathy,
reserving my laugh— which it was cer-
tainly hard to restrain -to another time.
And yet, from his known characteristics
and despite his avowed friendship for
me. I could have had a desperate tight
in hand “for half price,” as the current
phrase is, applicable to such cases, and
-very well I knew this.
Then again, there were localities,
where, as it would seem, a fighting ring
or club would take possession of a town
in some cases, making a point of getting
a fight whenever they could. I remem-
ber one of these country towns “up on
Sandy,” which was infeited by a gang
led by a long-limbed, dissolute lawyer,
who would, about once a fortnight,
when the fit was on him, pick a quar-
rel with almost any one whom he fell in
with, and, when all other chances
failed, he used sometimes to walk np
the main street of the village, and from
the opposite corner to a store there,
hailing the owner thereof as a “cussed
Dutchman,” generally have a fight on
his hands in five minutes. And, al-
though Hans almost always got
“vipped,” the result, however, depend-
ing a good deal on the condition for
soberness of his challenger, he said
he was “Alwajs ready to fight, for he
couldn’t stand it to be called a ‘cussed
Dutchman,’ anyhow.”
And yet broad jokes, the very broad-
est, were perhaps more often indulged
in among these people, with their easy-
going lives, and their love of fun, than
among the staid Northerners.
“If you lived in the woods I” exclaimed
a tall, rongh-looking chap, one day, to
another, a toi«i stranger to him, but
with a fiery-red head ; “you could get
your living for nothing.”
“How so?” said the other, of course
surprised at the suggestion.
“Why, if you would get into a hol-
low stump and stick that head of yours
out of the top of it, the red-headed
woodpeckers would corne and feed
youT
On one occasion, again, I happened
to be spending the night at the house of
a Kentuckian, noted in his own neigh-
borhood for hia irascibility and fighting
qualities; and after supper was over- of
course in .the same room— my com-
panion, also a Kentuckian, lighted a
Cigar hnd stuck a piece of cascarilla in
the end of it; which— the reader is
probably awure— at once gives a strong
smell of i musk. The room began to be
pervaded with the scent of the bark,
and the first indication of it was mani-
fested by the host’s wife, who had re-
mained at the table.
• “ What is in my coffee?” was her
petulant query, ao with a disgusted ex-
pression of countenance she emptied
the contents of her cup into the broad
flyfo-place.
place that John valued, it was these
same hound pups; and staring wildly
about, and yet not wanting to go in the
darkness, and on his hands and knees
on an exploring expedition under the
floor after such game, he was puzzled
what to do.
“ I’ll tell you how you can find out,”
said the wag. “ Get down there on the
hearth and s83 if you can’t smell him.
You can find out whether he’s there
that v&y.”
Dowi, then, onr host got on his “ all
fours,” in the presence of the whole
family circle, and, Snuffing vigorously
several long breaths at a hole which had
chanced to be burned through the floor
by a fallen brand, he declared be did
“smell him!”
But he was soou undeceived and re-
warded for his pains by an uproarious
guffaw from bis neighbor and myself,
soon joined in by the whole family and
himself, as the truth came out. Look-
ing angry for an insiant, he yet got up
from his kneeling position a “ wiser” if
not a better man, averring that it was
the best joke of the season.
The whole affair was strongly illus-
trative of the 'common love of fun
among this people, and their readiness,
upon occasion, to take the broadest
jokes with entire equanimity and good
nature, when a much less provocation
under other circumstances sometimes
led to bloody results. The common
saying of the contrabands was very nigh




Will Lore Dogs No More.
We have loved dogs, but we will not
love any more. We have had too much
trouble for them, and this trouble has
even come in the form of grief. In
youth we had a noble animal. His
name was Brutus, and he represented
Brutus in his loyalty and undying de-
votion. He was intelligent, affectionate
and firm. It was his habit to attend a
company of school-girls in their even-
ing walk, and his demeanor on those
occasions marked his pride as well as
nis courtesy and dignity. One evening
a gallant gentleman, worthy of those
brightly civil days for his gallantry and
gentlemanly manners, met the admira-
ble procession, and advanced with an
animated step to pay attention to a
young lady with whom he was inti-
mately acquainted. Brutus had his
eye upon him, and, without displaying
any rudeness whatever, quietly ad-
vanced himself, intercepted the young
gentleman’s hand as it was gracefully
put forward, and enveloped it with his
month just as it was about to clasp the
hand of the young lady. The teeth of
Brutus were gently pressed upon the
hand, but did not pierce or tear it. The
young gentleman was a self-poised,
sensible man, such as were common in
those days. He did no fidgety or silly
thing, but gradually withdrew the hand
which the faithful guard had gently in-
tercepted. He was so struck with the
conduct of Brutus th^, he became his
devoted friend, and ever after honored
the dog that so faithfully protected the
lady he admired. And yet this dog we
so cherished was murdered by a man
unknown. When found be lay between
the corn-rows, lifeless, with a bullet-
hole through his side. The brave aud
devoted animal slept the sleep of death,
and the green corn waved gracefully
above him. Was not that too good an
animal to be owned and held by so
frail a tenure? We want no more dogs.
—Richmond ( Va.) Dispatch.
When apple-branches, flushed with bloom,
Load June’s warm i veuinga with perfume,
Ana balmier grows each perfect day,
And A- Ids are sweet with new-mown hsv
Then, minstrel lone. I near thy note,
Up from the pasture-thickets float—. Whip-poor-will I
Thine are the hours to love endeared,
And summoned by tby accents Weird,
"hat wild regrets— wtiat tender pain,
Heron* my youtufu) dreams again,- - r- -As floating down the shadowy years
That old refrain, fond memory hears—
Whip-poor-will !
The garish day inspires thee not:
But. bid in some deep-shaded grot,
Tbou like a sad recluse dost wait
The silver hours inviolate.
When every harsher sound is flown.
And groves and glens are thine alone.
Whip-poor-will!
Then, when the rapt, voluptuous night
Pauta in the young moon's tender light,
Aud woods and cliffs aud shimmering Htreams
Are splendid iu her arg. nt beams—
How thrills the lover’s heart to hear
Thy loud staccato, liquid-clear,
Whip poor-will!
Whence esmes thy iterated phrase.
That to the wondering **r conveys
Half-human sounds, yet cheats the sense
"1th vagueness ot Intelligence, j
And, like a wandering voice of air.
Haunts the dim Adds, we know not where,
• ,, , Whip-poor-will?
Henry .s. Comic til % in Scribnet\
PITH AND POINT.
thanks returned for the “rooting out of
error— for the providential coming of
that young man amongst them, to
overthrow error such as evenHhe most
learned of their aged preachers found
themselves unable to grapple with.”
My companion winked at me, gave
another puff, and a look at our host, who
was by this time snuffing around, qnd
exclaimed :
“John, Pll bedog-oned if there ain’t a
pole-cat under the house amougst your
hound pups; and you'll lose ’em.” *
Now, if there was anything on the
A Romance of Dimes and Dollars.
Wm. S. O’Brien, the California mill-
ionaire, declared on his death bed that
his only brother had passed from earth iu
i he city of Baltimore as long ago as 1801.
Nevertheless, the will of the bonanza
king showed a bequest of $300,000 to
Pauline O’Brien, a beautiful girl whose
undefined relations to the rich man, un-
der whose roof she dwelt, had been a
matter of gossip in San Francisco.
Pauline had been accustomed to speak
of the millionaire as Uncle William, and
when it became known that her share
was the same as those received by the
recognized nieces, the mystery deep-
ened. After the death of O’Brien, Pau-
line in company with an aged woman,
who proved to her mother, took afl)ing
tnp to Ralsigh, N, O. returning thence
to San Francisco with an old, decrepit
man. Arrived again at the Golden
Gate Pauline locked the old couple in
rooms at the Palace Hotel and announc-
ing to the O'Brien heirs that she had
found her father, P. H. O’Brien, who
had never been worth a dime, claimed
for him $1,0 0000. Her lawjer fur-
nished the trustees of the estate with in-
disputable proof that William 8. and Pat-
riok H. were brothers. Months passed
and the matter had nearly reached
the courts when a compromise was
effected.' , Under the compromise the
trustees paid ̂ v^r to Pauline and her
toother $600,000. This payment wps
made on lu«t Wednesday ween, but old
Patrick here* saw his thousands, he hav-
ing died on Tuesday- -the day before
the payment.— Son Francisco Post.
Phoebe Cary’s Wit. , (
Mr. Baruum, the showman, tells the
following anecdote of the witty poet,
Piicebe Cary :
On one occasion when Phoebe Gary
was at the museum in New York, look-
ing about at the curiosities, I preceded
her, and had passed down a couple of
steps. She, intently watching a big
This year’s potato- raisers are full of
hoe-up.
The be t fellows for a square toe- and-
heal walk are the chiropodists.
A nice little boy calls himself Com-
pass because he is boxed so often.
“We don't have ice-cream enough,”
is the great complaint of some-her.
When you have feed the waiter at the •
summer resort, then he will feed you.
You cannot tell the character of a
soda-water seller by looking at his phiz.
When a hatter fits a cap to yonr cra-
nium he cap-sizes your head, doesn’t
he ?
Now does the summer boarder re-
semble the Chinaman, in that he is cu-cumbered. '
Girls, don’t throw your cast-off shoee
in the alleyways, for alley gaiters are
dangerous.
That was a fine met-a-Yorick display
when Hamlet discovered the skull of
the dead jester.
Straddling a blind— This phrase
probably refers to equestrian exercise
on a sightless horse.
The animal that pulls the canal boat
is. said to resemble the Hall murderer,
inasmuch as he is a mule at tow.
There is one Southern yell that it is
to be hoped we shall not hear this rea-
son, aud that is the yell o’ fever.
The fisherman is a tryangler sort of
fellow.— Syracuse Times. Heis often-
times a sort of a wrecked angler fellow,besides. ̂
If anybody would invent some muci- .
lage that would stick as well as a fly
does to a bald-headed man, he would
make a fortune.
“ Beauty and booty,” says a young
man, “is all right, except when the
daughter’s beauty is accompanied by
the old gentleman’s bootee.”
Father (to sleepy boy) — “Come,
James, you ought to be up with the lark
on such a beautiful morning.” Matter-
of-fact boy— “All right. But how’m I
going to get up there?”
A French widow is bewailing the
recent loss of her husband. “ I have
at least one consolation,” she sobs out,
drying her tears : “ I know where be
spends his nights now.”
An old gentleman who had been in-
tolerably annoyed by the hideous noises
made by a drove of donkeys, mildly re-
marked : “Do not those creatures ever
die of softening of the brayinT
An exchange gives directions for ‘ a
good way to build a chimney,” but
everybody know that the best way to
build it is on a house. A chimney
built in the lower part of the garden,
100 feet from the house, would prove a
ridiculous failure.— Aomstoun Her-
ald.
Charles the Simfle once remarked
to bis fool, Jean, that he thought they
bad better change places. As Jean did
not look well pleased at the proposal,
Charley asked him if he were not con-
tent at7tlie idea of being King. “ Oh,
content enough,” was the reply; “but
I should lie exceedingly ashamed at
having such a fcol.”-
“James,” said the veteran parlia-
mentarian, as they sat quietly fishing,
“it wouldn’t do to move the previous
question up here.” “Why not here as
well as elsewhere ? ” inquired James.
“Because,” explained the veteran, as he
proceeded to render his hook tempting
to the fish, “because if the motion
should prevail, it would cut off all ile
bait” . • . J
Prof. Holden says that a great many
writers use a vocabulary of 30,000
words, and the average, among good
writers, will fall very little below that.
That may be true, but when a man tries
to raise a window in a hurry Mid catches
his thumb between the sash and the
fly-screen, he doesn’t use more than a
half-dozen words, but they are worth V
30,000 on ordinary occasions.— Bur-
llngton Hawk-Eye.
iso at the top of the _“Areyou a nec
(not noticing thetn)stairs, walked off
and fell.
I was just in tiine to catch her in my
arms and save her from a dangerous
fall. “I am more lucky than that first
woman was who fell through the influ-
ence of the serpent," remarked Phoebe,
os ske recovered himself.
A Necessity.
“Necessity knows no law,” said a
member of onr bar one day at dinier.
“Are you a necessity?” asked his 4-
say. Why do you
ask?”
“’Cause Mr. Spear says you know
nothing about law,” was the innocent
eply.
The silence could have been struck
with a brick.
ncmy enaowea, ana nave proies-
i who, for deep learning and capacity
dispensing knowledge, are unsur-
*ed anywhere in tfie land.
Western Educational Institutions.
No greater trnism was ever written by •
pen or uttered by lip than that “Educa-
tion is the lever that moves the world.”
And no people in the wide world seem
to have a truer appreciation of this fact
than the dwellers in that grand region
denominated “the "West.” In the giant
strides which that section of our coun-
try has of late made in. population,
wealth and material progress, no inter-
est has improved and expanded with
more rapid pace than her educational
institutions.
It is only a few years since parents
living in the West who desired to give
their children a thorough education,
preparatory or collegiate, were com-
pelled to send them to some Eastern
school, college or university, hundreds
of miles away, thus entailing the addi-
tional expenses incident to traveling,
besides the unpleasant feature of hav-
ing them so fn* away from home.
Happily for the West, this difficulty has
been removed. Her institutions of
learning to*day will compare favorably
with those of the older States, and her
preparatory schools are equal to any in
the country. Many of her universities




The educational facilities of the West
being fully equal to those of the East,
there no longer exists any reason why
parents should send their children so
far away from home to educate them.
On the contrary, there are manifold rea-
sons why they should look nearer home
for fountains of knowledge. In the
first place, when the expense of getting
to and from the Eastern schools and
colleges is taken into consideration, the
cost of an education a nuired in West-
ern schools is much jas than in tho
Eastern. In fact, the difference is so
very great that it will in future figure
as a very important factor in influencing
the public in favor of the Western
schools. Again, those who patronized
the Western colleges will enjoy the ad-
vantage of having their children nearer
home. They will be enabled to see and
converse with them frequently, and re-
fresh their minds regarding their morals
and the duties devolving upon them as
students and seekers after knowledge,
and in case of sickness they can be
more readily reached and cared for.
Finally, the schools and colleges of the
West are comparatively free from many
vicious practices that have grown up in
the old universities of the Eastern and
Middle States, and which seem to be a
sort of second nature with the students
in those institutions. We allude to the
disreputable and dangerous pastimes
known as “hazing,” “rushing,” and oc-
casionally open rebellion against the
authorities. There is none of that petty
spite and animosity against their in-
structors which, in many of the Eastern
colleges, is so deplorably prevalent
Parents living in the West who con-
template giving their children a liberal
education ought to take these facts into
consideration and patronize home in-
stitutions.
tying the nuptial knot, a mounted or-
derly interrupted the ceremony by
handing sealed orders to Maj. Lawrence.
They directed him to march his men
immediately to the headquarters of the
American army.
The Major delayed obedience long
enough to complete the ceremony, and
then, giving the bridal and the farewell
kiss, assembled his men and marched.
On reporting himself to his com-
manding officer ho was complimented
upon his promptness. Learning of the
circumstances under which the Major
had marched, the officer procured him
a furlough. For a few days the Major
enjoyed a honeymoon, and then re-
turned to duty.
The Major lived to see fifty years
of American independence, and to
raise an honored family.
Distressing Accident.
A most distressing accident occurred
at the residence of Charles Lehman, at
138 Ewing street. Mrs. Lehman was
holding their 3-year old son, Henry
while the father
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XLehman, in herwas handling a revolver close by. Sud-
denly the weapon went off, it is sup-
posed accidentally, and tie bullet
struck the child in the middle of the
forehead, killing it instantly. The
mother was almost beside herself with
grief and despair.— C7i leaf/ o Daily
News. _  - —
Dlutreftsing Symptom*
In the stomach and bowels may announce the
existence either of dyspepaia in the first or an
obstruction in the second, or tlie approach of
some choleraic complaint, or aimple diarrhea.
Colic, bitter or sour eructations, a preeeing
down of the bowels, a feeling of oppression or
flattering at the pit of the stomach, are among
these unpleasant symptoms. They and their
cause are speedily remedied by Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters, a single wineglassful often
causing an immediate ebssation of pain. When
the difficulty continues, it is only necessary to
pursue the use of this standaru carminative
and anti-dyspeptic medicine to obtain entire
and permanent relief. Nothing in the compo-
sition or flavor of the Bitters is in tbo slightest
degree objectionable. Medical tnen pronounce
it eminently pure.
How Women Wonld Vote.
Wore the question submitted to the ballot,
and women were allowed to^ote, every woman
in the laud who has used Dr. Pierqe’s 'Favorite
Prescription would vote it to be an unfailing
remedy for the diseases peculiar to her sex.
Dr. Pierce has received hundreds of grateful
testimonials of its curative power.
Iowa Citx, Iowa, March 4, 1878.
Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
Dear Sir: For many months I was a great
sufferer. Physicians could afford me no re-
lief. In despair I commenced the use of your
Favorite Proscription. It speedily effected my
entire and pemauent cure. Yours thankfully.
Mrs. Paul It. Baxter.
Malignant and Subtle indeed is tho
poison of Scrofula, and terrible are its ravages
in tho system. They may, however, be per-
manently stayed and tho destructive virus ex-
pelled from the circulation with Scovill'b
Blood and Liver Syrup, a potent vegetable
detergent which eradicates all skin diseases,
leaving no vestigo of them behind. White
swelling, salt rheum, tetter, abecesses, liver
complaint, and eruptions of every description
are invariably conquered by it Druggists
sell it _ \
Since the first introduction of Dr. F. Wil-
hoft’s Anti-Periodic or Fever and Ague Tonic,
it has steadily gained ia popularity with the
people, but smoe its proprietors, Wheelock,
Finlay A Co., gave its composition to tho
world, so that everybody can know what it is,
the sale of it has doubled itself. It contains
no dangerous drug, and yet it is the greatest
specific against malarial diseases, such; as
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Tbi Pioneer Tobacco Comp.
hew York. Boston and
A Universal Bemedy.—44 Brown’s Bronchial
Troches ” for Coughs, Colds and Bronchial
Affections, stand first in public favor and con-
fidence; this result has been acquired by a test
of many years. 25 cents a box..
Dealers will, of course, often recommend
an organ as best because they have it to sell, or
can make more on it 'But ft has been demon-
strated at all world’s exhibitions for twelve
years that those made by the Mason it Hamlin
Organ Co. excel all others.
The Mendelssohn Piano Co., No. 21 East 15th
Street, N. Y., sell Pianos at Factory Prices.
Write for a catalogue.
Chew Jackson's Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.
For Pies, etc , use C. Gilbert's Corn Starch
A Trick of the Clairvoyants.
In drawing out the facts of personal
or family history, clairvoyants do not
always ask direct questions, but rather
make statements with an implied inter-
rogation, to which the victim, oftentimes
entirely unconsciously, responds by
word or look or gesture, or perhaps by
all three ; and, at a later stage of the
interview, thesp secret facts are artfully
given back to the victim, who has no
recollection of having previously im-
parted them, and will not believe that
he has done so, but prefers to believe
that he is in the presence of divinity.
It is not only possible, but easy, for a
practical adept to draw out in this way
minute and elaborate details of secret
family history. A few years ago, while
connected with one of the public insti-
tutions of this city, I made a number
of experiments in this line. I told the
patients afflicted with various forms of
nervous and allied disorders, not to tell
me about their symptoms nor give me
any facts in their cases, but to let me
tell them; and then I would proceed to
indicate, after the manner of a clair-
voyant, the locality of their maladies,
and the history of their troubles In
the majority of cases I was successful,
and made out the diagnosis to tlie satis-
faction of those who sought my advice,
and with good reason, for nothing I could
do prevented them from telling me, al-
though I asked them no questions ; un-
intentionally and unconsciously, they
would guide me at every stage of the
interview. By a little practice any one
can easily acquire this art; and long
study, such as professional clairvoyants
bestow npon this subject, develops great
skill in thus managing and deluding Hie
unwary and non-expert.— Scribner.
A Hasty Marriage.
A correspondent, writing from Jeffer-
son, Greene county, Iowa, sends us an
anecdote of her great-uncle, as illustra-
tive of the promptness with which the
men of the Revolution responded to the
call of their country.
At the beginning of our War of In-
dependence Maj. Samuel Lawrence, the
father of Beaton’s two great merchants,
Amos and Abbott Lawrence, lived in
Groton, Mass. He was the oommander
of a company of “minute men,” who
held themselves ready to march against
the enemy at a moment’s notice. ; :
The Major was engaged to be mar-
ried to Miss Susanna Parker. The
lady’s mother suggested that, in view of
the uncertain fortunes of wat, the mar-
~mge shouldlake place forthwith;
“Susie had better be Sam’s widow/ imninnon flinn Pnirninim
be^ng. The Great Mem Tea Crapy,
the parson was called in. While he was
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TN8TRUOTION full and thorough, ander Christian In-
1 tluences ; no saloons. Locution ll••altlliul. Bonks and
tulllon t!ti to $J« per rear. Table board U to tJ 50 par
week. Room rent per week Fall term barins Sept. L
For catalogues address Pres. Wm. M. bEOOEi, Tabor, loam
OLIVET COLLEGE
A ND MICH. c6*»EHVA*rORY of MUSIC,A Olivet, Mich, fir Bend for Catalogue. __
'TERN MARK AOADKMY, for Young Men A Women.
1 9 87th year. FarlliUe* IncressM. expense* reduced.
Prepare* for buslnees and oltteenshlp: for teaching; or
for entering best Colleges, Rast or West. Year open!
S-p..,_ I , , . Denmark, Iowa__
MEDICAL COUEGES.
HAHNEMANN MEDICAL OOLLEBE
A ND HOSPITAL. The 90th session ooqunoaoee Oot
A L1A7H. Clinical advantages unsarpisSod: material
UseacU .......
Uatal
for dfssuctlon abundant: Urge and oorafertf hie rooms
For C ogues, address T. 8. HOYNK, M/D., S17
Wabash Avenue, Chicago. __ __ ,
/ lOU.KOK PHYSICIANS AND SURORONS/KKO.
V ' KUK. IOWA. The 8Wh regular session of 90 weeks
October 15th. All fee* only |»). Board. In-- * to fi Send
i an.
mu ,, wvw.m. ..il * ®!k .
eluding lodging, fuel and l^hU^Jrom ̂9t
wdl open
iraift.iip, •..*-•MM.a i.
for Circular to J.O. HUGH
FEMALE COLLEGE.
TLI.INOI8 FF.MALK COLLEGE, Jacksonville, DL
1 1 location, Buildings, Terms, Literary. Musical and
Art Department* unsurpassed. For Catalogue, address
REV. W. F. SHORT, D. D., Free. _
BUSINESS COLLEGE.
»36 swa:
Dnw.r M, Midi**, Wto _
SEND
TEAS
— Choice*! In t
|ien*ive OutHlJ''ree.
I- Importer*' prloee
-laftrgeu Cujup in America-staple
_ ___ e article— please • i/body— Trade contin-
ually Increasing— Agenta wanted everywhere— beat in-
ducemonU— don’t waste time— send for Circular.
KOBT WKLU, 48 Vwey St . N.^ P. O. Box 1987.
PRUSSINC’S
Demonitrated beet by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR 1WKLVK YEARS,
Vir.: At Pabis, 1*H7: Vienna. 1873: Santiago, 1875;
Phii.adkm’hi a, 1878 ; Pabu,T87b ; and Urakd SwEiuaa
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organa over award-
ed highest honors at any such. Sold for cash or Install,
menu. Illuhtuatkd Catai,ooiies and Circular*, with
new style* and prlco*. sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
ORGAN CO. , BOSTON. N EW YORK, or CHICAGO.
I WARMER IRO'S CORSETS
rtrrivi-dUu'inrliMtM'-'tiUiili- rrrent
PARIS KXPOHITION.
over »'i *m<-rir*u conievtilor* Their
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
(Uu |h i iiriii |« wAiRiMTKD not tohrvak
down over thehle*. Prlc«||.li. Tlirlr
ill (‘in and flexllil* *ml cuuuln* no
boot*. Pitre by null, 8 1.U.
Pur **le l.y *it l»*i|lnr ntrrrhsnU.
WARNER BROS.. $51 Bro»dw»y, N.T.
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
ICTORIA.X*
HISTORYofmWORLE
It contains fine historical engravings and 1900
large double-column pages, and is the must complete
History of the World ever published. It sells at sight
Bend for specimen psgee and extra Urma to Agent*, and
- niA'lfe
Dentifrice .......... 50
Lip Halve ........... 25
Toilet Soap (3 cakea) 50
Piaster ..... . ....... 25
Inhaler (Glasn, 50cj. 1.00
Nasal Syringe ....... 25
$i05u $ioo
Proportional return* every week on Stock
#30. — #50, — HUHK-—
Official Report* md CircMlnr* tree. AdiTm,!*
T. POTT Kit WIGHT A CO . Bunker*. -S Well SI . Y\.
IS. READ THIS'mu\
We will pay .\gmta n balary of f luu ixr month and
expense*, or allow a large coromlsamn, io sell our new
and wonderful Inventions. We ntanuhat « toy. 8am.
Address SHERMAN A CO., Marshall, Mich.
Ointment ........... 50 Medicated Paper . ... 25
Any of these preparations will be sent, carriage
free, at above prices. In lot* of $5 worth, in receipt
of money or P. O. order.
CAUTION.— Pond’s Extract la sold only In
bottle*, inclosed in buff wrapper*, with the word*
“POND’S EXTIUCl”’ blown In the glass. It is
never sold In bulk. No one can aell It except In
our brittle*, a* above de»cribcd.
#7*Ouh New Pamphlet, with Hihtoet op oub
PBEFABATIONB, SENT FREE ON APPLICATION TO
POND’S EXTRACT CO.
18 Murray Street, New York.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
fSTCY








euros Diabetes. Grav«l. InconU-
nonce and Retention of Urln*. In-
temparanca and Loss of Appetite.
All Disease* of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Or-
gans are cured by Hunt's Remedy. Try Hunt's Remedy.
Bend for pamphlet to Wm. K Clakxk. Providence. R.L
BOOK FREE!






rr n fait wm*t and Brntnon.
MIDI BY THI
p.o".*:JS Vw *^'t’ I,,w T,rk
An Open
Secret.
Tbo fact is well understood
that the MEXICAN MUS-
TANG LINIMENT is by far
the best external known for
man or beast* Tho reason
why becomes an “open
secret” when wo explain that
“Mustang” penetrates skin,
flesh and muscle, to the Yery
bone, removing all disease
and soreness. No other lini-
ment does this, hence none
other is so largely used or
does such worlds of good.
^LWleitowD, Maas.
TRUTH IS MIGHTY 1 ~
EXODUS
To the best lands, In the lust climate, with ttebast
niarkste, and on th* Imst terms, alna« ths Bt. Paul,
Mlonaapolt* t Manitoba R'y, (late Ht. Paul A Pacific.
3,000,000 ACRES
Mainly In the Famous
RED RIVER VALLEY OFTHE NORTH.
Oo long time, low price* and easy payment*.
Pamphlet with fall Information mailed frea. Apply la
D. A. McKINLAY, Land Com'r,
_______ Nt. P. W. 6 X. R’y, »kr«ul.,MI#Pt_
SIdVtPOUSH
For itranty of Polish, Baring Labor, Cleanllneaa,
Durability and t’hwmiw.rfirqoalcd.
MUHBK BliutiH Proprtetora. Canton, Maa#
sar-
Ha, H.1Q. BOOT. INa PasriSb— LKawToA
FOR CHOIRS, CONVENTIONS AND
SINGING SCHOOLS.
BY Lj. O. EMERSON.
new bonk Is nearly through the prom
... great demand. Full collection of tha-
.. Tone* and Anthems for Choirs, numerous
Bocial and Class singing, and a good Singing
arse. Its attractive contents, with the low











raoet popular of rch : Books.
THE TEMPLE. SWtKX&l
Will be ready in a few d»y*. FIisI^Um Injok for Binging
Sohooti. with large collection of (lleee. and plenty ol
Hymn Tunee and Anthem*. Price I1.UU. or $11.00 per
doxen. Although Binging Classy ars espectally provided
for. both the B^ular *nd Sacred Music render It one of
the beet Convention and Choir books.
FATINITZA,
for the stage.
Any book mailed for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.
C. H . Ditaon A C’o„ J. E. DltaonACo^.
843 Broadway. W.Y. 022 Obeetiurt 8t. Ptdla^
O.K.U. No. 30
ph ner.
srasik The Richmond Pink Prints
ire printed an ttreo* doth. In abaolutelr fut aelon. ^ win Mt fad* by UAt or v
; ̂  c: retkrr, r*^ ' wamaasmamma UHDKi^man
larmcw’ Column.
'.Vini-Broaka and Timliar Culture.
Tlicre are few farmers in the great North-
west, and yet Sewer leuislntors, who do not
advise and encourage, individually and
publicly, the planting of belts and troves
of timber on every farm that has not plen-
ty of native timber. Nearly all the West-
ern States, even the wooded State of Mich-
igan, are by legal acts trying to preserve a
portion of the fast diminishing forests, and
offering bounties for tree planting. These
bounties and encouragements are made be-
cause fanners are negligent about planting
timber, for the bonefils of which they have
to wait ten to thirty years, and have a por-
tion of their productive land thus without
immediate return. The statement in the
Tribune of Mr. Fay’s timber-planting near
Lynn, Mass., where his thinning out last
Winter amounted to over $1,100, lacking
a few important items to learn the profit
of his grove —how many acres, Its value,
cost of planting and cultivation! If Mr.
Fay could answer these questions, It would
be of much interest to many of your read-
ers.
I would recommend planting timber in
belts on tne north and west sides of fields.
Wc are now uiing barbed wire for fenc-
ing, and a row of white willow six feet
apart on the line of the fence would an.
swer to fasten the wire to. If the fence is
wanted for immediate use, willow stakes
two to four inches through would answer
to fasten the wire to; and if cut and set
early in the Spring, they will take root
and grow. In five years the willow will
make a windbreak 15 or 20 feet high.
If a farm were thus divided by wind,
breaks into 40-acre lots, and one-eighth
of it planted to timber, the seven-eighths
wobld produce more than the whole of it
would without the wind-break. On a
square, forty-two rods in width makes an
acre; and to plant five acres we want five
rods in width across the two sides; at four
four feet apart it would be twenty rows.
Do not sot far enough apart to raise any
other crop between, for the further apart
the more limbs, crooked trees and low
tops. What wc want is a tall straight tree.
Then plant 2x4, or at farthest, 4x4. In
Europe they plant even closer than 1 have
recommended, and the best experience in
our own country, after wide planting ot
0x3 feet, have come down to 2x4 feet.—
<uel Fjxter, Muscatine Co., Inca.
Hydrophobia.
A Canada correspondent writes to the
Chicago Tribune: Take oyster shells and
burn them to the consistancy that they
may be readily pulverized in a mortar.
Mix the powder thus obtained with white
of eggs, and make them into cakes; fry
them in lard. The patient to eat them ad
libitum, fasting six hours, for three alter-
nate days.” Another correspondent says:
Take white beans and boil them down to
a poultice, water and all, full strength, and
apply. It will darw out the poison and
cure the worst case of mad dog bites.”
For disease arising from overfeeding of
fowls .or other animals, man included, I
find nothing superior to coarsely-powdered
charcoal and black pepper. Overfeeding
brings on looseness of the bowels, and the
above reaches the trouble, when aided by
witholding the superfluous amount of
food.—Gom-md. [In the case “of fowls
or other animals, man included,” doctor-
ing should be avoided whenever it is pos-
sible. For diseases arising from overfeed-
ing, ‘‘withholding the superfluous amount
of food” is alwaws a certain and speedy
remedy, without the aid of any nostrum,
and this treatment should suffice.—^.]
Please give cure for warts on farm ani-
mals? Large warts are best removed by a
fine and strong thread tied snugly around
them, repeating the operation if necessary
to cut them off. Small warts may be re-
moved by using frequently a wash which
is weakly alkaline, as weak soda or salera-
tus water. The water in which potatoes
have been boiled will answer the purpose.
- - — *•* - -
Vermin.
Mosquitoes will not remain In a room
where oil of pennyroyal is exposed. If
rats enter your cellar, powdered potash
sprinkled in their run way and about their
hole will banish them. Cayenne pepper
will keep the battery and store room free
from ants and cockroaches.
A correspondent of London Country,
having tried the experiment iqaby
knows that “completely immersing fresh
fishes in buttermilk will keep them per-
fectly fresh for several days in tbn hottest
weather.”
Secretary C. W. Garfield, of the Michi
gan Pomologicnl Society, is authority for
the statement that Michigan apples can be
marketed in London at a cost of $t.50 per
barrel, including freight and commission.
Training cucumbers on low frames— or
on high treyises or poles, when saying of
space is % object-adds much to
yie14 and quality,
“If I am stuck up, I am not proud,” as
the butterfly said when pinned to the side
of the show-case.




Me fi! IM Grape Cm of Tartar.
Recommended by the Brooklyn (N. Y.T Board of Health, and by the first
chemists In the United States.
We will pay $1000.00 for any ALUM or other_ adulteration found in this Powder. _
LEWIS1 FLAVORING EXTRACTS!
THJfi BEST A HD STRONGEST MADE.
MANUFACTURE!) BY THB
GEO. T. LEWIS & MENZIES CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Gray’s Specific Medicinf.







ihat follow, as a
sequence of Self-
Abuse; as Loss . _
Before Takug.rM™,^.™.^ Takkg,
Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In-
sanity or Consumption, and a Premature Orare.
fSTFull particulars In our pamphlet, which wo
desire to send free by mail to every one. ESTThe
Specific Medicine is sold by all druggists at $1 per
package, or six packages for )5, or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,
THE GRAY MEDICINE GO.,
FURNITURE.
The best and cheapest place to buy
FURNITURE
In the city of Holland, Is
STORK on
at the BRICK
No. 10 Mechanic*’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
Sold tn Holland and elsewhere by all whole




Annually manufacture and sell more
THRESHING MACHINES
Than any other Firm In the World.
GOLD MEDAL at PARIS
Medal of Honor and Diploma
of Merit, at the
Centennial Exposition
PHILADELPHIA.
Highest Award and Silver Medal at
OHIO STATE PAIR, 1878.
First Premium I Gold Medal
COLORADO. I CALIFORNIA
Tt I V E H STREET,
where can be found the largest and m^st complete
stock of all kinds of FURNITURE,
CARPETS, OIL-CLOTHS,
MATTING, MAIL FArER,
eras, WILLOW- WC, FOT5,
Moulding* Brackets, See.
I have the most complete line of Undertaking
materials from the cheapest coffin to the oUtlraled
metal nlf-mtwg casket, on hand.
HEW HUM ! ! Something New
— '—I JST—
HOLLAND.G. VAN PUTTEN& SONS,
Burned out by the late Fire we re-opened In
our in w store just completed ut our old stand on
River Street,







Come and see for yourself, no
trouble to show goods.
(PRICE S ARE LOW,
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
Call and see my gccds.
irraole to snozv goods.
JJo
W. WAKKER.
Holland, Mich., July 1st, 1879. 2l-3m
THE CURTIS TURBINE I
At a recent tent rare
8£» 42-100 per cent*
A fall description,
power, price, etc,. Is
Riven la an extra of
the TwrfrftM WcoerfM*.





Will Thresh, Clean, Save per day more bushels oi
Wheat, Rye, Oats, Flax, Timothy and Clover Seed
than any other Threshing Machine in the United
States.
Threshers and Farmers save your





Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec-
tion bu-diK-AH. Collection* made on all pointa in
i he United State* and Europe. Particular alien
tion paid to the collection!* of Banks and Bankers
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
busines* intrusted to me shall have prompt atten
lion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe





I re-peci fully Invite the attention of the citizens
of HoIIhikI and vicinity to the new and handsome
addition 1 have made to my stock consisting of
a-BinJinsrE
CHINA WARE,
And I have made such arrangements that I can
sell it by the PIECE, PART OF A SET, or
W H OLE S E T .
Come and Look at it any-
way! Ho Trouble.
I have also put oh the shelves a largo and com-
plete »tock of the fine and popular kind* of
CROCKERY and
GLASSWARE.
Lamps ami Chandeliers — the
latest styles — the safest —
and most beautiful.
At HARD PAN PRICES.
Call and see the stock,






Large sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
cents, to pay postage and milling. Agents wanted.
Address J, p. Mountain, ogdensburg, N. Y.
Macallister’s
COUGH MIXTURE.
An Extra Fine Remedy for
COUGHS
10-flm
G. J. Te VAARWERK.
Eighth Btreet, Holland, Mich.
MACALISTER’S Cough Mixture loosens the
phlegm, and acts like a charm In cases of
ASIHHA, mm_d CROUP,
Those who are troubled with coughing at night,
can find immediate relief.
No family ought in he without it.
Prepared only by
J. P. Lkk, Chicago, 111.
LEE'S HAuTrENEWER
Restores the Hair
to its Original Color, and prevents it from
falling out.
Both these remedies are for sale nt
Da. Schoctes’* Drug Store.
Eigth Street, - - Holland Mich.
6-1 y
EST THRESHING ENGINES, 8-10-15 horse
wer, Combining SAFETY, ECONOMY,
FINISH, STRENGTIL
QPLENDID List of HORSE-POWERS: Mounted
kJ Pitta, 4-wheel Woodbury, 2- wheel Woodbury,
Down Pitts. Down Climax, one and two horse
Bweep, Tread Power. #
/CATALOGUES WITH FULL PARTICULARS of
Improvements, etc., sent free on application.
Machines and repair* for sale at the wnrehous
of 1. FAIRBANKS. Esq., Holland, Mich.
Notice to Farmers.
'T'UE undersigned wish to inform their patron*
1 that their three beautiful stallions can be
found In this city for the reminder of the season.
SMITH & STROOVENJANS.
Holland; July 3rd, 1879. *1-4*
!«TLREN6!E
Compact, Substantial, Econ-
omical and easily managed.
Guaranteed to work well and
give full power claimed. The
Kngioe tod holler complete,
Including governor, pump,
and boxing) at the lowetc. (*
8 Howe Power
4H “ “ .$ 241.00. *88.00
. 818.50
JAMES LKFPBL A CO„#-lj Sprfngteld, Ohio.
THE WORLD’S BALM.
DR. L. D. WKYBUBN’8 ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
tlFA remedy n*ed ThMy-flvt years In a private
practice, and never telling to radically enre
RHEUMATISM
Dropey, Krvelpdae, Scrofula, Secondary Sypt
Iravef, Diabetes, an
Mortgage Sale.
YITHEREAS default ha* been m*de lu the pay-
v V ment of the money secured by u mortgage,
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executed by
Koelof A. Schonten and Gijsberje Selmuieo, his
wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa comity.
Michigan, to Hiiibert Keppel, of Zeeluml. afore-
said, which said mortgage was recorded In the
office of the Register of Deeds of the County of
Ottawa and State of Mlchlgac in Liber X of inort,..
gages, on page 93. on the 19th day of AHgitst. A. 1>
isfl. at one o’clock, p. m., and whereas, the said
morigHge has been dnlv assigned by the said Hal-
bert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignmont, bearing
date the 18th day of February, A. D. 1878. and re
corded In the office of the Register of Deeds of the
said county of Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o'clock In the forenoon
of said day, In Liber No. 4, of raortgsgw. on page
366, and the same is now owned by him; and
whereas the amount now claimed to be dan on
said mortgage at the date of this notice Is the snm
of one hundred and sixty five doll irs and seventy-
eight cents, principal and interest, and the further
sum of twenty-fin; dollaw as an attorney fee, stip-
ulated for In said mortgage, and which Is the
whole amount claimed to no due and unpaid on
said mortgage, and no suit ur proceeding having
been instituted at law to recover the debt now re-
maining secured by said m >rtgnge, or anv part
thereof, whereby the power of sale contained in
said mortgage has become operative; Now there-
fore notice is hereby ejiven, that by virtue of the
power of sale and in pursuance ot the statatu In
Much case made and provide*!, the said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale of the premises there-
Hi described, at public auction, tn the highest bid-
der, at the front door of the Court House. In the
city of Grand Haven, in said county; of Ottawa, on
MoBdajttta EbTenik day «f August
next, at one o'clock in the afternoon of that day;





gage ns follows; All that certs
land situated In Ottawa Conn
igan and described ah the






d> Mly * JAN Uorinane.
)an>i, AWv.for'dethsrnee. 14-13wGao. W. MoBridi,
)
N phll/s
d all diseases in which the
33, Rochester , N. Y. J-20w
ESTRAY NOTICE.
VTOTICEJa hereby given that on or about the
ii 12th day of Jo'y, 1878, a sorrel horhe, aged
about 1* yaw*, and whose weight la about 1.100
pounds, atrayed from the premises of the under-
signed. Anvone who can give h»f Information
nboutthc aeme. or who *111 retnm the same to the
Brick Yard near the, Village of Zeeland, can col-
BOOKS Li0; M ILLION
A Inrt*. n«w in* empMt Guide to
Wedlock, eoniiiniig, wiUi nosy Wb.rv,
the followiuf chapter* : A eomtlMl
Womanhood, Selection ofWife.Evidtnew
of Virginity, Tempmm.nti, ecmpalibU
and iKompotibU, Slarllily In Womn,
cauio and Ireatment. Adrlea to Bride*'
groom, Advice to Hntbaada, Advice to
Wive*, Proalilotloe, ill eauiei, Crlibacy and Matrimony com-
pared, Conjugal duliei, Conception, Confinement, Love and
Cotirtahip. Impediment! to Marriage in male and femal-, Scieneo
of Rr production, Single Life conaidered, Law of Marriage,
Law of Divorce, Legal right* of married women, etc., includ-
ing Diaouea peculiar to Women, thair eauart and treat-
ment, A book for phritt tod coDiidtnte rcadinr. oi 320 p*{tiy
wllb full 1 lata Lngraringi, by mail, aealed, for 60 Ccnli.
-THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on Syphilis, Oonorrhosa, Gleet, Stricture, Varico-
cele, *«., alw on Spcrmatorrhwa. Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from Setf-abuie and Eieeaaw, cauriag Seminal
F.iniaainot, Nervonmee*. Avenion to Soeietr, Confutioo of
Meat, Fhyairal Decay, Dhnaee* of Sight, Dtfectir* Memory,
Lou of Seiual Tower, etc., making marriage improper or
unhappy, girmg treatment, and a great many valuable raeeipti
for the -ura of all privat* dututi ; 224 pag«*i over 60 plitei,
J?rd*ea7 Arf>lf.."Uet.rv oa Manhood and Womanhood. 10 e.
OWE DOLLAR
SOLID BY
H. MEYER & CO.,
DKALER* IM
Furniture. Colne, SSering Mute, Etc,
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.
FOR SALE.
cpHE following described Lots In the City of
1 Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition $175
each: Lot 18, Block 8, Lot 6. Block 11, South West
Addition $176 each. Lois 1, *2, 3. 4, 5 & 6 In Block
•2ft. «* organised plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$v2j each, except Lots 1 A 2 which arc $30o each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at$l‘25each. The
above will he sold fur a small payment down. A’so
the following Lots 10. II, 12. 13. and 14. in Block
E, Lot* 2, 4. ft and i in Block H. The above will




m. •hove dsarriliod bonkl,end over
* gfiiere-
lecomb ned volume u
ublithed.
many
nicely houml in one volume. conUini*>jr 600 peget
luu illu'trationa.and embracing everything on tin
live ayatem llial ii worth knowing. The comb ned v,
poiitivelv the moat popular Medical Book pu
The Author ie an exiKTienced phnlcian of iu—j
year* practice, (aeie well knoVm, and the advice given,
ami rule, for treatment laid down, will be found of great
value to tlunc iiiffering from impuriliei oflhc aratein, early
error*, lost vigor, or any of the nutneroui trouble! coming
undrrihe head of “Privata" or “Chromo;’ diieaie!.-
I'o.tafe itampi taken in payment forany of theae book*
dr. buVts- pfifPfwaswL.-fflj-w
JcrpiireinniatlonaHepuUtioii lor ikill in the treatment ol
chronic diietMS and complicated caae*. hyphllW, «o»or-
rlnra, lilrrl StrUUre, OrrhltU, all Urinary TnieMiw, Hyphl
A HOLLAND Saw Mill man. Also, n Holland
iV brtekmakor to go to ray Holland settlement
in North Carolina.





Premises recently occupied by W. C. Melis, west
of Hope Church Parsonage.
Inquire of
H. D. POST.
trealed with inceeii, wr
PATIENTS TR





name ai. will leal
tod vantage. — It Is not a Trnao.





them tkatjhey ant aomathing to thatr 
jrgJg J
nllatiunprelerred, i
__ ̂ _ abut where poniblej
per.oiiai coiiiu tatlon f which iiFKEK and invited
/ DR. BUTTS iBTltoi all arioni inffering from R UP- k
TURK to tend him their a ad addma, aad
Ini
| l
1 aaiurea rai h t
Aodvanuae. 
CONSUMPTION CURED !
The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been pcnnuneiitfv .cured of the much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, is anxious to make known to ms fellow-
sufferers the menus of cure. To all who desire it.
he will send a copy of the prescription used, KKEh
OF CHARGE, with direction* for preparing and
living the same, which will b« found a sure cm e for
Consumption, Catairh, Bronchitis, Asthma, ner-
vousness, dc., <kc„ Ac, Address with stamp.—
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Ont.
CITY BOTTLING
WORKS.
Kg, IS Fijhtl Sticet, Hoihcd, Kichijau,
(UNDER GERMANIA HOUSE.)
Oar celebrated Lager Beer is bottled fresh nt this
establishment, and will be delivered to families free
of charge at 81.20 per dozen full quart bottler,
or 60 cents per % dozen.
Come and try Samples at
the Bar.
E. F. BUTTON. Brewer.
Holland, Mich., April 17th, 1879.
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1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879
Holland. July 16, 1379. 22 4w
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
r-
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery , Kuching >
COLLARS ANt) CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,
Circulars, Dolmans,
And a foil Hoe of
SILK A. IT ID CIR/AZPIE.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET HOLLANE, MICH
